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A mathematical .model which describes heat and mass transfer in 
the packed bed of a traveling grate pelletizing machine has been 
written. This mathematical model enables the temperature profiles 
which develop in the packed bed of a traveling grate pelletizing 
machine while magnetite oxidation occurs to be simulated. The model 
wa·s written by formulating differential hea.t and mass balances for a 
thin slice :of the bed wh:ich travels through the p·elletizing furnac.e·. 
In order 'to use th~ :Iil~.:t:hematical model, kinetic d--ata for magnet:t.t·e 
oxidati-on: of· ore _bc1l1s· of -the concentrat_e con.c·er1:i-~d ~ust be: ·kp.pwn. 
:These k:i.n·e,tfc.s ha·ve been determine:d for ore balls of: :two ,ore-s. 
. . . .. . 
. . 
'. . .. 
' . . 
'. .. . ········ - . . 
·- . . . '. 
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The object of iron ore pelletizing is to take finely ground ore 
concentrate and produce firm hard balls about 3/8 inch in diameter. 
These pellets must be strong enough to survive the trip from the mine 
at which they are produced to a blast furnace. They must have suf-
ficient strength and the correct chemical properties to serve as blast 
furnace burden material. 
' 
The pelletizing process ~o.nis.:ist.s: ·o·f· :two par·ts. The first :of . 
. . 
these. is the preparation of t'h·e'. ·fi.nely gtounci ore particles into gr.-e·ert 
-· 
--
balls:. ·These balls are conveyed t.Q the indurating (h~at har.dening) 
mac.hitJ.e; where :they .are .. f.ir.ed t·o. becqme hard pellets which c..an b~· ·1::--r~ns~ 
po-rt:ed and u~·ed ··a.s .b:la;~t £urna·ce 'bu-rden. Th·e firing process: ~~:tt b.e ..... 
a.cconipli·shed in se-v~ral ways.. Commer.ct..~.lly-, this is don~: u:s.}ng ·eit\1e.r 
:a .. s·haft· _fu~a.c·e,. a. brave:1:~.;ng gt:at·e, ot: q. tr·av.eling gr:a·te and. kiln ...--, . I . r··· . .. 
. :c·:omb:i.nat: .. ion. In ·~tl of these.- pr.oce.s..s~s, ·th:e g·reen .pellets· must .. Jle 
heat.e.d ·-so .t~at :they c:an ·su:ccess~:tJ.lly und:ergo dr.yin/g., ·qny react.ions- { 
.,.. :o~:c)it..rin·g·. ·dur.ing fir.'ing, fir.i.ng it$elf, and.: coqlii1_g· witho.ut ·¢r:.ac:-kin,g 
.or. :s pall i.ng . \ I·f ~t-: is :teq:uir¢cl that tli"e petle:t ha\ie ce:r.·tain. ch·emic:al 
~ .. ~ ·. ~-: . : .. ·• -'· ' ··-... ' . ,:, .. .,• large pei!cen_-tage o,f th~ ores pellet.ized a:r¢: o.r·ig:inat·l.y ~ina_g_netJf-~ ·or· 
la.:tgely· magnet it.e o.re.f3 ... 
--·-----...-..-:.---.-· -:--~~--'"--:--:---=---·-.,..__;. 
. ~-~ i~ .- inc'omplete, th:e :re''sulting' pe:f1:~-qo1ts±s-t:s pf a ·.eer~ 6-r'' :nia.g:riect:±te .. · 
surrounded by a shell q·f. hema.t·i_te.. ·This· core-s:hell s ituc1:tion· c.aµ·s~·s: 
poor comp}:"essio.fi st.r:en.·gt:hs:.r ·.wh=_ich. -ma_y iead ·t_o break\l·P __ -~f th.e. _.pel .. lets . 
... 
' 
( 1 ,, 
I 
in shipp!ng and handling. It is also well known that reduction 
ki11etics favor the use of hematite in the blast furnace (1). 
-, 
In order to produce a successful pellet each ore concentrate 
ball must be heated at the correct rate. In a traveling grate plant, 
heating is done by passing hot air through a packed bed of ore con-
centrate balls. By properly controlling the temperature and flow 
~ 
.. 
rate of the air entering the bed, each ore concentrate ball can be 
heated at the correct rate. The temperature and flow rate of air 
entering the bed var.ies c;fs the process proc.eeds. The way in which the 
temperature ?nd flow ra'.te·· .of ai.r vary with t:ime f~ us·ua·lly ·referre·d t_o 
as the hood profile. ·Th.~ .ht>q.d p_:r:ofile which will y·ield suc·c·es:s·fu:1. 
pe.llet$ a:n4 be the m9st .econom"i.cal is determined by ·heat ·hard·enir(g: :o.re . 
.. 
c·qrt¢e.·n.trat:e bal:.ls in· -~- re.fra.c.tory po.t:. The desired· aJr f.Iow a-nd tempe.r-
. . .. 
the: :b·ea· is ·:re·c.orded. At tb.e ertd of .the. t·es.t:, th.e.: harde·ne_d· pe·11~t~. are 
pro·fJl.~ ·and· tl1e: r:ecorde<;l temperat.ure-time profile .at. .d:if:;fer~nt depths 
is; us:ed ·to ~lesig_n new ·t.rav·¢.J::ing gr:ate pellet :Plan:t.s. I·t:. ls also. us·ed 





. . ..... c,_~:h ~ ~~_es~~"---~-~---"--"·:, ... ~-.:-c,--. -~:-~----··--"·~-.~--;-------~'-· _: _ _.~_, ___ ·.:.....:.--~'-'-";·-~'~:-~--·,·::·=-'·-c··-_ •-. ·- ..-:---:-~--·--.~,;;:~----:---:-·•--. ------~ ... -.... ~-" '-.~ ---~--:i ____ .:...c~--·-· . --·. ·--·-· ... ~-"''''""-~-"-···--·----------
.. Eac'h .ore .conc·ent,rate -nq-~. dALf_f,·ere_nt. l~prop·e-r~~e$ .. -- .Als.o, th·e_. f:ir-.$t 
pqt t~·s:t :d:oes :not J1.e·r;.ess·arily produ.ce .$\t.cCto·e·$_sful petl.ets· ··and. the m9·s·t. 
' 
·•<(: ·· .. : 
· .. ·. ·/ 






economical test pattern. For these reasons many pot tests must be run 
to arrive at the best pattern. Pot testing is expensive both in 
capital and operating cost. Because of the expense, it is not economi-
cal to systematically investigate the effect of numerous variables 
which are presently thought to have only a minor influence on the 
process. The purpose of the present investigation is to mathematically 
model the traveling grate pelletizing plant so that the temperature-
time profiles for different depths in the bed which develop while 
. magnetite oxidation • taking place be simulated. ;Betause • 1S can OX1-
dation of magnetite to form hematite ... exotherlliic react"i·on, t-he ·1S. an 
·. . -. 
kinetic·:s :of oxidation in co.11G·entr-ate ore p9lts s·.i_gnifi-ca,nt_ly affect 
:the "S:h:ape of the hood P:rof·Jl:e. In the t:ravel.:L:.ng: gr·a··t~ -machine, the 
·h·:ot·te.r a_.ir p~·sses th.rough the top of th_e· p.acked be·d. When the temp~r-~--
-a..tµ_+·e ·of; th-~- ore. bal-Js· a.t the top .0£ th.e bed J: __ s hlgh eno.u_gh, oxidat:io.n 
·had: :OC'dt1r.:te~l in: the :p:acking ctbove. ft.. Heric-e; ·ore ·ba·J._ls lower :in ·the 
should -al.low- an es·t:i:ina:te: of· the: .. e·f:fec-t of .. the d:iffer~erlt fact.ors w.hich: 
·-------·o,-·•· 
-- ---~----···---·- ----··-· .. -·., .... -.. --.-,-
--- . - ·- - -· - . ~--~·. ·~·--·-· ·- ... -JllJ·gh·t {nfluence tp~- tnagne-t.ite. oxidatJon :reac:f·Ioii~ iind .. ther.efore inf lu-
,. 
. 
, - ,. -- -~-·---•'" . ;, .. ,·- '.,·.----··---···-~-- ,··--~ ..... ··-~· . ., ___ . -~----·-·· ...... ~•"-· - -... . . ··"···- -·-··-"···. - _,,,._ ... ·.·-,···- - . .,. -·,·--''--·-- ...... . • 
-••••••••r"'" ••••' •••••~•••.c••,:;F••••C-'-'- "•'''"' .. •.,_,<>••-·•.-• e:itce: ,;,t,h:e•~•per·f:ortnahce' :crf ·"".the, ma¢h1ne ... ....... .,. , ... - ...... -- . ' . . . ·rn o.r.der to check on the va-tid:ity 
>~ ..... . . 
., 
,o,f: :the s.iil)u_lc;i'tiori_, ·· it is· 1\e·c;.~ss:aty .to know- ·t-he kinetic.s of o·xid·ation 
.• 
.. for a g:fveit ore . :ba:i-1 ang __ :p<1t, t.,est r·e s.ul.t; s :f.o.r b.a11s: .o·:f · :the, s·.am~ ore: 
.. - .. :"" 
4 
.• 
---·--- -,--- ~-- - . -•-
--~ ·---. ~ 
I 
v concentrate. This investigation includes the experimental determi-
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• In order to simulate the thermal profiles developed in the 
packed bed of a traveling grate pelletizing machine, two factors 
, 
_must be considered. These are the amount of heat produced by oxi-
~ dation and the amount of heat transfer in the bed. The kinetics of 
oxidation of magnetite in ore concentrate balls determine the amount 
of heat produced by oxidation. Levenspiel (2) points out th~t ~e-
action in spherical particles of unchanging size can be ylsualized as 
five steps occt1rrlng in ·sue-cession. These are: 
.Ste,p- 1.: ·D.if_fusion of the gaseous ·reactant f.~om ._t'he: sur-
rounding ga$es -t.o· the surface of the -sphere. 
s:t:e.p. 2:: T;rci.I].Spo_r_t o.f th.e ga.s~ou_s re.ac.·tant· fr:om .the: ~-.u.r-: . . 
I 
fa¢¢.· of the .sphere: to the react·i'.ng· int~erface_. 
-t:he sol.id .. 
S.t.e:p: 4:: Trans;:PO:tt c,£ ··the gaseous react.io-n :ptod.uc.ts: "from 
f .... 
Ste:p. 5: D_·i.t.·£us·_1.on of ~-h~- gaseous teact ion ,p:r.oduc·.ts f_toiri . . ·,· 
t_he surface. pf· tht~ :sphere~o tJj-e SiUrtot1:J,1,d1-ng -g~·s-es • 
.. When ·magnet.it~ i.:S: oxid.:ized- to form I:1em.a.t:.ite-,- no· gas·eous .re.actio.n 
. pr_od1.ic:ts -are form.eq:._; t.hus J .s te.ps 4. ·a.nd .5. clo :not oc·_cur .- E·ac_lt · crf, t:he 
~ ··- ~ _-.-----
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• heated air flowing past the balls. Without flow, it was found that 
the reaction rate is limited by diffusion of oxygen to ·the surface of 
the ball. The kinetic studies of both Zetterstrom and Edstrom were 
made using heated air flowing past the ore ba~1~. In both cases most 
of the data was taken after determining the flow rate above which 
step 1 was not rate limiting. Zetterstrom (5) found this flow rate ' 
to be close to 0.23 SCFM for a two inch diameter retort. The flow 
used for a similar cross-sectional area in a traveling grate pelletiz-
ing machine is usually about c:10 :or.der of magnitude greater. For this 
"-- •. / 
reason data ta-ken when step 1 :is .n·ot rate limiting must be used to 





or·e pa·lls. of· sever a 1 Mesab.i Range ·c.op.cetftra:tes. The data we·r:e· ·.taken . . . . . . ... - . ·,· . . . . . . -
·p·y· ,w._e·ighin-g ore balls ·p,:rc.:ke.d. in ·.a r:et:'.c>r.t during. o·xida.tior1. r·s:dther.mal . . . 
. . :- . 
·' t;¢~s,:t:s we.re ~ttempted-,. b:ti"t the a.i:r leaving· th:_e ·ot.e b.a.11. 'Column was fr,dm 
·2:5 to· .1:4.:5 °C hi-g•her. 't'h,;1n. tha·t .enter·ing :it~ -The e--f £e·ct~ cif. .cha.nges: in· 
"-
• to :i.I:lustr,.at;J~: :the .efJ;:e:Gi of the yar.iable:s· :on ox·id:ation ·r.at:e•_.. No: 
t:J.1.e.oreti¢.a .. l explana:t_l.ort: .of the: results wa·s ·att·empte.d:•. 
'111:e kinetics-: :of ox.idation for ore ·b.:i..l:Is of· '.Malmbe·:r.g~it :A.~i:o: :c:<)J.1t· 
cett~::r~·te, ·were s.tti.d ieci' .by __ ... ~~~!3_tr91n .. ,_(9·:, 7~) ....... J),a·ta .we,t~~- .. opt~ine-d, ·by'-·:,he.-at·'ing: ···-;: .. ·-··-:·- -.-- --···. ·;··-:----" ·- ,,._ ,,- -·-'····-·-;-···-·.-·---· --•_«=·-... ·-·-'- --·;,-..;...·-~ .. ~~ - - ' . '' . . di' .. 
·a. siing.le· ore. concentrate b .. ~11·· iso.tl:rennal.ly .at .l2(lQ·°C.: 'W.hi1e ·ai.r: ·of :the. 
same te)perature f19.WE:!d ·. pa~t it. .'£he amount of: e:>xtd.ation was dete:r-
7 
·. 
. - ---~ -· _ _..._. -~· -· -; : ... 
,. 
measuring the width of the hematite shell. Edstrom postulated that 
when step 1 was not rate limiting, the reaction rate was limited by 
the flow or diffusion of oxygen through the hematite shell to the ... 
reacting interface. He showed that, if step 2 was rate limiting, 
tlten the rate of reaction could be described by the parabolic rate 
. law as applied to a sphere. Usin~ his data he was able to show that 
this law was obeyed. 
Heat trans fer in a packed be·d c·a:x'i occ·ur by s-everal mechanis.ms. 
~ These include heat transfer from the g_as. to the packing, radiati·oJ1 
from one _solid part.=icie t9. anot:het·:; and :conduction from solid par:tt_cl_e 
to- s·oli-d particle-.. r.·n cqnt'par·i.son': to· the. ,ai'rlount of heat transfe·rred 
. ,._. frotti th.e· gas to the pa.·cking, that t:ran:·sferr.~-d by radiation ~nd· con~ 
:d:uct·i'on between partic-:les is Q$ti_al_ly small (81• 9=,: lO): •. ln some ·c.-as·~-$ .,. 
·however, the amo=unt of hea·t t_r~tis:fet·.red bet.we~n .11ell:e=t:s ·does ·become· 
is heated to 24:5.0 °F, the he-at :tt".aj1s·f·e-:r·red· by r:ad ~a-t;._:ion: Jjetween par ti-
:clers ml.gh.t ·1Je·¢ome importa11:t. S~\tera.1 inve:st.tg~'.t·ot.s ·:h:~ive :pr.op·o_s·ed ·wa.)($ ~ 
. 
.· 
to .calc11_l_.a·te _the amoun·t of: he~t tr·ans·fe:rre:d :fn ·thi.s- manner .Cll., 12:,1.3): . 
. I: 
'heat tr··a.nsferred by radiatio.n be:twee·n- part:i:cles= (~·2,1.~) .• ~ 
. 
.• 
He.at tr:,ansfer by t·h:e-: :$a$ stream to: t.h·e· pacJting i.s nottna·lly co-n,~ 
. \ .. 
'· 
; = ___ ,~s~i.d:_ei·J~.d~ .. .cusing .... a f.i-lm. ,he:a:t---E-;r-a_ns fer.: :coe·fffc-·i·en·t "B"t ·"·htgn·"~-f~lJ5:,r;-~ At··-~_~ft;'.'~g~··-·'-""-- · · ----···- ·· ____ .... 
'p.aqt 9.r lQW flow, .an_ axial ·thertnc:fl :Conductivity is (1s·e.d _(1.4). The 
,. 
. . 
:!low -used. in a tr,c1ye·11:n:g grate· ·pelle-:tizing machtne: is in. tlJ:e·- .t1.1rbu,letit: 







• ficient for the heat transferred between the packing and the flowing 
fluid through the thin gas film surrounding each packing particle. 
It is normally defined as: (15) 
(1) 
transferred the flowing fluid"::!:. qc - heat ta -
At - cross-sectional area of bed, -
a - solid particle surface area per unit ·bed \rolume_, -
.T.s = ,surface temperature of particle, 
·TA :~, Ji.ulk temperature of the flowiIJ.;g fl.u:i~d, 
..... 
-:Z- = axial distance, and 
h = he·at.--tr<:1n-s,fer coef:f·ici~n_t· rErp·-·res.e·ntative_· ,of ~ ·t:·o:c·: 
dire:c:t ion • 
. .· __ -.. o:.s1 j h -=· 0 •.. 91_. -i/JJle_: · · · 
·-'_ -_ - ·a··. 6. -.. 1 11.:R ____ · _-.0-.,4·:L J.h . = , . .• -: -. w e . -- . 
-('.Re < ·s:o_J 
:(Re .>.,o). 
J:b: = Colburn analogy and :-is .defin,.ed by·· 
A 2·/3 
h 
t oc Cp l1 jh = 





' ··-.-~~--' -·· ~-·:;.· .. ·····-·-·--·- ·-- ·:·~:· ···:·',;. -.. : · . . :. · .. · ---------··-···-~·-· 
- - - .. ~-. . ~~---. -····---·. .. . . •" . ·•'". ·~·-· ...... ,, ""'. : . . - -.- ., 
'J?qi~- t,erms- . in. :Equa t:i911 ·(4) ar.e de fined as follows·.: 
.-.·· 










Cpb = specific heat at constant pressure per unit 
mass for the fluid, 
\ 
= viscosity of fluid, 
k = thermal conductivity of fluid, 
G0 = mass velocity of fluid just before ~rlt~ring 
the bed, 
·f· = subscript d-"enoting that these properties are 
evaluated at the average of the air and pac·king: 
surface temperatures, and 
:Re. = packed bed" Reynolds number and is def inecl b·y, 
.. Re = Go (5) 
&er$·. .(2) :and: (3') are the res:ult: of the :worl< ·o.f. :a nupibet. of in.·-
ve-s:tigat.ors and are ·thought t:o· re;-pre:sent the be·st c·orr:el:a:tion~ :ilow-
-· .. · . '·-
ey:er, sJnmnaries of ex_:pe.ri-mental.iy determined Jh -ver~µs .Re cor:relatfons 
av-ail:ab:l.e in the lit-er:atur.e·: (1·6, 17, 18) :sh·o.w tha:t :th·~- e.xperi1;11ertt .. c9l 
results vary s-.u.bstarit·ially. l Only an estima.t:e .. of :the -a~ourtt ·o.f .he-at 
trans fer-re.d ca1t tbere:fclre be made • 
. To simula:t:e the ·tl.1e_rnia.l :prq:fJle.· d;e.velo-ped in· tJi-~ .p~cked b~t:i cY£. -a 
tra\teling_ grat·e: -machin:e: whi.1~ ox:1..d:at.icJt1 o¢cu-rs ,.· a ,_sy_$t:.em of. .d.i,:ffet.~ . . ·. -~ 
. ' 
Heat tran·s·~ . . . . . . . 
. . . . • 
,,.·. 
-fer' in the, b.ed and the . he~t. ·produced by oxtdation· mus·t t,~ ·i:n·G·luded=::(i.n ___________ :~~;----------·--·------
·---·· . __ ... ______ .. · ...... ------··· ... ,·--·-.. -·-··, ............. · ... . 
usually i_s .at least 11:ii1.e: foot wi_d·e {19):. ·· :;secaus:e .. of· the la.r:ge :W·id:th; 
i.t, seem~: re:as.onal;)le: ·to ·assume that··· the: ~enipet~·atµre d:is:·trfbutiJ)n t:n 
~ 10 
.... 
._, ......... -.... 
• ~,,!• 
; 
most of the packed bed is not affected by heat flow through the sides 
of the bed. The bed of a traveling grate pelletizing machine during 
oxidation can therefore be regarded as an adiabatic packed bed with 
' 
heat generation in the packing. Most investigators have derived two 
partial differential equations in order to describe such a situation. 
These equations are the heat balances for the gas and for the solid. 
Terms which take the various heat transfer mechanisms into account and 
include the heat effects due to reaction are used in developing these 
equations. The result of the derivation is usually a set of partial 
differential equations which are impossible to so.Ive-. By eliminatin-g 
terms which are insignificant for the particu_lar- cfase cons ider~Q.; 
solvable equations a.re- .qbt:a.ined. 
r 
with heat. generat.iort in the packing has b~¢rj._' ·90-nsid:ered ·'by :E:.1·t-±ot·t (~:):_ •. 
Elliott· has.- also. s_olved va-riatioris .o-.f the gerter.al cas:e.: w-hic:h :a·llow 
.a.lso cons_idered th.·e ·g¢net:ai. .case: us :ing :r a t:her· ·fa.rmtda bl.e. ma·t:h~niat-.ic-s :. 
·car-ried ou·t by :a numb·er t>f. ·wo.rke.rs. EiJ:iot·t·.,s ·paper :_(9) l:"!s-ts t·he, 
mo.re .imp<>rta:ttt of :t:.he·se ... -In 1no,st cases d-ig:_i·t.a.t c:omputers· have ·b·ee,ti 
used to dQ the calculatiOn once ·~ solu.tion to the differential 
•. . . . ..... 1 . . ·-··· ·-··· _ l ... .... ~ ·;·· -·-··;,·· - .. . ------- --··· ···-····----·······-·-·-:------c.-c:-o···,-,•·--,·····:,s7 :-cc-·-:-:·e:q:na.t·1::on s~ -h:au- · p:~.~tt ·• -:f bti).jd .. ~ . . .. I.n. _ .s.ome .... c.as.e:s_, ___ f_lJJJ~ .. t.~---·9: !. f _f~!"-~~-~-~~.!!l~t~ l!_OQ,~ .. :~~-:!-~··'"··;.~.s--0 --·~·'-"··""'··-'··-···-···-·······.····--·· _, ---~--·~--· ----··--···---: ........... ":'.'--;'···.··-"·--.._...._____. . . . ,.-....... _.•.·-·-.·--... · ....... ;··" ,- -
. . -
·tt$:ed t·ogethei-· -w_ith a dig:ital computer· have been used to find frhe 
. ) 
:s .. olution I. . . '. ..·; .•. .. 
·1··1·;· 
;· '. . .. 
.; ... -. 
/ 
'• 
- :.:._,.,, srs fl 
• 
,. 
Some direct applications to sinterfng and pelletizing are avail-) 
able in the literature (21,22). These include a mathematical model of 
a traveling grate pelletizing machine proposed by·Beale, Appleby, 
Butterfield, and Young (23). The method used to model the machine did 
not use results of kinetic data for drying or magnetite oxidation. 
Rather an enthalpy-temperature diagram was constructed using the 
authors experience. This enthalpy-temperature diagram was used to-
gether with two extremely simple partial differential equations--one 
for: the: .gas a:r1d one for. the solids--·in order to obtain the thermal 
:Pr.o-file:19 :'l'he model conside;re·o :only the: effect of heat transfer from· 
th.e :gas. to the solid and: :}1e:~-t ·:giv-en. off or c9nsumed by react-ion.. :The 
'mqq-e.-1 bec.omes :cuinb·ersome t·o ·.wor.k :w{-th. if. othe-r terms ar.e: added •.. 
.... ------ . ~ .. ··· ·- . -
. : - -· - __:_.:_, __ _: __ - ---- ~ ' -
·-- --·;·-··"'~-·· -----,•- ... , .... _,, .. --·-···----·~------~·------
.. • 
.: .. : :,,..,;..:.:..:.......,... ... --~ ........... -.· ·,~.'- .. 
.. 
·1···· .. .• 
' 
,. 
, ... , .. · _____ _., .... -.. ~·-~-··· .. -- ·-· --- ' 
, 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON MAGNETITE ORE CONCENTRATES 
The reaction kinetics of oxidation of magnetiLe to form hematite 
in ore concentrate balls differ for each concentrate. In order to 
simulate the thermal profiles developed in the bed of a traveling 
grate pelletizing machine during magnetite oxidation, these kinetics 
must be known. To be sure that the kinetics used in this investigation 
were the same as those used in the pot tests to be simula_ted, kinetic 
data were obtained using ore balls of two magnetite concentrates .. 
As pointed out in the Literature Search, heated air must flow 
( 
\ :_'pa:st the ore balls ·while the kinetic data are obtained. The v;):~ity 
or·· the: -a.ir must be :g_re··at· .e.noiigh so that diffusion of oxygen from the 
s ~1;:ro4nding gases to :t_:}:le surface of the sphere do:e·s. nqt :qe·come. rate 
l.iiµ:it·fng. This cc;;mp.lt~ates bot4 the exper iment_a·l .e.qtti:,prtJ¢.11.t ~le·s ign 
.a}1d _·p.ro·cedure. Iri. th.fs. investigation the kinet.:fc 9·.atc:1 were: :obta:tn_ep 
:is·othen:na}:Jy·. ·semfcon't·it'l.t19u_s_ :weighing of th~ s~inple· while ox-(datfo-i:i. 
was taking .place· was. u:s·ed to· :d_etermine the ·ailioU.nt. of -oxidat·ton:<. 
Equipment 
i. 
The e.qt.rj.p,m¢nt u·seJi. in this t·_nve.s·t:·i.gat.iorr W:a-~ :.t"ha·t,: :re:qu:tr·e.d ·h.o: 
(1).: prehe._at, a mea.sured am.oµnt o:f: oil- ·and ~ater·!""-:t.tet~ .air ·9r 
:(2-)- pro.vide· :a t-e:~ctlon chambe_r' iri which the pre:b:e_a_t~cf g:as 
.,.._.· .•. : :. ·. -·· ..... _. v . ..:...: ·~ _, ... , .. 
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. • sample ·could be oxidized, and 
a_"ll.o:w· the sample to b.e weigh~- whiJ~ he.·l(i -s·u·.s:_p·endecf:'. 
in-s.:ide -the reaction chamb.er:. 
1 ·3·_ .• 
..... .. 
:.. 
-- - ·- . - -------·_,· .. ~...,_.__-_. __ _ 
• 
. --·- ····- -·-- ··-
- -···-· .:..- ._ .. ,·:~,~ - - . •'· 
. ( 
• 
Figure ·1 illustrates schematically the way in which the equipment 
was set up to meet these requirements. 
A compressor was used to supply air. Water and oil in the air 
were removed using a Beach Sta-Dri filter. Air pressure was main-
tained constant with the use of a pressure regulator. The air flow 
rate· into the heater was measured by a Dwyer flowmeter with a range 
of 0-40 SCFH. The nitrogen used was commercial grade nitrogen 
supplied in cylinders by Air Products and Chemicals, Incorporated. 
It had a dewpoint of approximately -90°F and cqntained about 15 ppm 
. 
. of oxygen. Nitrogen from the cylinder was used directly without any 
:.further purification. The nitrogen f·low rate was measured usin_g: a 
flowmeter attached t.o the pressure regulator on the .cylinder. The 
nitrogen also :p:cis$ed .through a Matheson flowmeter w:_it:h: a range of 
'•· 0-2 SCFH which w~·s. 1o.cat:~d on ~h.e pane·1 ·po·ar¢[.. 'This ·flowmeter was 
used only to tndic.a't,e wh.,~ther or not nitro:g·e:n :w.~rs. f:lowing to the· 
he.ater .• Jlot-h. the t;1j..t:roge:n and tli::e a.Jr pa:s.sed ·f:roin. the floWIIJ.e.tet on . ,·.·· 
· ·h ··1· b. · d · · · h. · f. · r,tj7 l~ 
· · ·· · · · 
t ·~ :·pa_t1e'. oar . 'into. t: .e arms o, .·_ .c3. ·.1 gas_ ·ll:11:-Xer ... ·The ''Y'' was o:f 
br:_gs.s: c.ons.t.ructJo.rt ._and: a :f:lciw r:egulati11g' ·v~lve ,was·· ipc:"1.ucled: in ~~ .. ~·:b 
. . . 
arm of the:, ''Y"·~ The· r.ry·,, Weis n·ever· tts.et;l '.to .mix: the ·two .gas·es .• 
. . ---- . 
_'.- . 
because ·of t·he -geoµie:t.ry of the·. ava·-ilaole fur-nace .. A .. ir was. t.r·an:s-





side the two end pieces. The tubes and the end pieces were made 
separately. Assembly was accomplished by screwing the tubes into one 
end piece. The other tube bundle end was then placed on top of the 
tubes and the tubes screwed part way out of the one tube bundle and 
into the other. After testing, it was found that the tube bundle was 
not air tight. Attempts were made to seal the tube bundle by oxidiz-
ing the entire assembly at elevated temperatures. Th.is procedur.e. 
helped, but did not give· ~n .air tight heater. For this reason, the 
flow of heated air i_ntp .the. rea~tion chamh.-er was measured frequently 
during the testwork. The procedure µs·e·:q .. :Ls ·irt.clucle.d ·in ti\~ section on 
... Operational Techniques. 
As. shown in Figure 2 ,. th·s ·reac.t.·ion. c:hambe'r was :ma··c_hirie·.d. init-o, ·one 
o.f the ·tub.e o.und le ends.. A l-_i:ci for ·the .t:·:~p.¢:t-ion cJtatnbet was ma·ch·i:ned. 
-eIJ.J::(.c1nce o.f the .wite used t:o ·sup.port ·th·e sarnpJ·¢ b·olcier _. It als .. o., fi.lled . . . . - . . . -
. 
Th~ ·samp.le. h_oJd:er ·was .-a. one .. incI:i d i.am.e ter m).1ll.1.t·e t.ulie·., tw.0· ::~n,c·he:s 
hol"d·~r- .to be c-orinec_t:ed· ·to :i:_he ·s:uspe11ding w:fr-~. .Th.tee holesi wer'f; also 
.. 
·czu·t near the. b.ottom of the tube.. Nickel wirer was: :p1a.¢Efc;l t:hro-µg]) thes·e 
s.cre~n-. The of .. ~ balls us·ed for:··· t·he s·ample ·were _he_ld in the· sample 








The screen was woven on a loom made during this investigation. 
Mullite cement was used to seal the holes cut near the bottom of 
the sample holder after the wire was inserted. 
... 
Nickel wire was placed through the holes in the top of the 
sample holder to form a cross at the center of the tube. To this 
~ cross a wir~ connecting the sample holder to the balance·was attached. 
The connecting wire was Nickel wire of approximately 0.010 inch di-
ameter and was sheathed in thermocouple i-nsulators to help keep it 
straight. Tests made using only the sample holder and screen at 
800°C revealed that there was no measurable ox.;idation of the sa~p_le 
holder, screen, or connecting wire. 
,I Th.e furnace used ·was heated ·w.lth silicon carbide rod heating 
e.lements. A Wheel.co co·ntroller w.ais used to control the _furnace 
.. 
. .. ' 
. -. 
. .- . 
. . . .. ' 
-
rectc-t.ion c·hamber, ·c1.nd sample .holder ,fn. plac~. _Fi·gu:r:e 4 ·s·hows a. ph.o,to:-
Materials 
trate.s ·B:_$: ·u.:s:ed in making th·e:. c·oncent1::-a.te ,ore ,balls are-· incltid.ed i.~-
. (. 
Tab:le I •. 
1 .. 6 






. Tite conceqfrate ore balls were.made from the ore concentrates 
using an airplane tire procedure (24). The airplane tire and balling 
equipment were located at the Homer Research Laboratories of Bethle-
hem Steel Corporation. The procedure consisted of two steps; the 
first was to prepare seeds of the material, and the second was to 
combine these seeds with more concentrate to make balls. The follow-
ing procedure was used to make the seeds: 
(1) The dry iron ore concentrate was screened to obtain 
the -16 mesh material. 
·c2) The inside of the tire was cleaned and dried. ,,' 
(.3). Wi·th the tire ·f.otated at about 10 rpm, material was 
added until. a tear dr.op:. shape of mater~a1 .. was formed 
in the ti.re. A: f·ine mist of water was siayed on .. ~he· 
'niate.r·ial to help develop this .shape,. 
(4) When some of the seeds were la:rger than the others in 
:tJ1e tire, the se.eds were ta):~ert o't1:t cJf: the· t1:re &-nd 
tq the tire. More materi?-1 c;1nd wiiter mist were added, 
(5) Step (4) was t,epeated With the -6 mesh, +8 mesh '&h.d 
+·.6 me~-~-, :~4 -mesh. fr-~ct·ions being ret.utned· t9: ~rre·: 
tire. ·,mre:n f.he,· +6- :Iri.e:sh, --4 mesh fract.ion. r-eturned 
.. 
·to ··the: ·tire seemed· large·· enough.,. iit ·wa·~· removed front 
~ .. 
) 
-· · ·- · - . .....;.....~·-. ..:.·-....;;_  ·,_,,. ..............  __ ... __;_;_;,;..._· .;.::..· .  ..;..;.· -~~_Jtjh~-e~· .~. tUir~e§.· _gannd.d_:J:±:fl4L...I1mt1Ee~sdh~·.,r ..._;.Jl-.;lk,.,~144-•i-inn--..-•. -,--. i·r~rcaa~¢~t:ii~orrr1r-· -ikae=1p!1Lha~sr·ss eeee_ a:d::s-.s~ •.-
'.v 
:The. ·following procedure· .w~:1s: .used to· make ore concentrate· ba·ll.s· 










--· •.· ~-. . . '-· '""". 
-~ 
(1) The following were weighed out for making approximately 
2000 grams of balls: 
(a) 80-90 grams seeds 
{b) 2000 grams of -16 mesh concentrate 
(c) the appropriate amount of bentonite for 2000 grams 
of the concentrate to be balled 
(d) about 20 or 30 grams less than the appropriate amount 
of water for 2000 grams of the concentrate to be 
balled. 
(2) The concentrate and rentonite ·w.e.re ·p·.1a.~e9: qrt ·a: rub:ber 
-
mat and mixed by folding the .corn·e.rs cff th:e mat. 
(J) The mixed material was added to :a:ntt;I.11.er. With the 
muller ono, the water was add·e.d .4n1f-·muliing contiriu-:e:d· 
.for :c:tl:>btit 40 seconds. 
("{;;), The -water bottl:e w.as: we-ighed. Th=e .mulled: ma·ee·r,ial wa·s 
. : •. . . .... .. . 
.. 
fluffed in a. :flttffe-r· :and :t:h·e tir.e switched- on· :a.t ·2.s _r:pm._ 
a·dded slowly·.. ·E.nough ::wat.~p .111!,s·t was add.ed ·as r¢gt.tfr·ecl :t.o 
keep the balls growtni. 
-(6) Balling w-a·s: -stop·p¢d a·£t.Efr 2. 1/2 minutes had ·el·ct:ps.ed· •. 
The smalles:t ·si·ze frac-tion was r.e·t.urtied.: 
. . . . . . . . . . ,. ' . . . . . ·,· ... 
-~ ., 
\ 
- -- ·----- ---- - -·---·- -··-.. ~--.:..._,_--...;_ .. ____________ -·-·-··-:--·~-----:-·-·-y·--· . ·-- - . ' ---- --- __ ,__,_ _ _,,._,. ___________ : __ .... ·-·-··-----... _. . ..:;. . . - .·-· ." . -· _._.,_ ·:-. ·- :··-------·-····---······-·····-·····-·-······ ···-~ 
.. --~----· - to~t"he-·-i:-rr-e·--~ind-~more-,·--~~:t·e-r:Ja_J and ~~-t-~r-· .. mi.~.t .. :.a4.d:.e.d.:, ___ ..... . ... ,.-, ... ·-·· ·-··········--- ... -
' ' ., •• ···-·-· • ' ~ __ ,. ~- ,: .: -.i ._,. • ': -··"· ,., • 







next larger fraction was added to the tire. Til.is 
process continued until all of the balls and material 
had been added to the tire. The balls were then left 
in the tire for 30 seconds and removed. The total time 
taken for balling was about four minutes . 
(8) The water bottle was weighed so that the per cent 
water in the ore balls could be calculated. 
The amounts of seed concentrate, bentonite, and water used in balling. 
concentrates of Ore 1 and Ore 2 are lntltided in Table I. 
was used in preparing the seeds for :eithe:r co.nc·entra-te. 
No bentonite 
After be!ng prepared, the ore· ¢.onc:e-ntr·at¢ :ba:lls were stored in 
c·annin·g Jars.- The· balls used as s~II1p.le·s :fat t:es.t runs were sized to· 
insure reproduc.:i.b.le test -result·s. .S.-izi.-rtg_ wa·s-. ,don.~: ·µ·~ing_ an ·a luiµinum 
templatJ dri~l.e'd with holes :fro1n_ 1./'4 t.o 5/8 :fnc:h irt dia.mete:r. ..Orte 
hole was cirl1.le.d for each 1./,64 'iri¢h, in.te-r.v~h ·ore ba·11s :o.f +35/64., 
--9/ i6 irtGhes diame·t·~r-, w.e:r·e ·used for te:sts with~ ·or.e 1. :ore. balls ,of: 
!fizing the :qa.l.ls. tba-t:: ;they ·se¢111~.d to lJe s.p·heri,c,al, withiin 1/64- ·o:f ~·n 
. ' 
inch ,d i_atn¢t~er· .• 
·te.s.ti_i:lg.,: they were d~ied in ·art, oven. at ll0-°C c>verni:ght,_. Tlte mit:ial 
fe+2: ·con.tent· of. tq,e concentrate balls wa:s d.etermined ~1sirtg th.e w,e·.t 
-------------·- ·-k-· _:~--- - - --- --·-- ----- -· . · . -·······-~----:--~.n .. 9:l.y.s .. is. ___ '.:.pr~o.cei:i.u-r2~.--,o,u-t-:l-i11ed0······in'·~·-:C.t:h'.e·-"'·•~-e~c-t::tJ;n:"·-.on····-,5ifer·aE-I0na:t-· t-e~cl1ni q ue-s: • -·····-- -------·-----·-·----·----···-···--·--·-··------····--·~-,--···_-..:~----,-·---~·--·-··-:.!','"' - '• -.. -. . . .--. . . . ' . ; 
. 
' -- - ~- '<; ' . 
The ·in.i.tial :Fe. +2 cont.ent: for. the- dried b·a1ts o·f Ore l was ·analyze·d cas· 
1. g·_ . .. . 
. , · 
.. 
+2 about 1 wt· pct Fe lower than the normal analyses for Ore 1 and Ore 2. 
It is thought that the lower analyses resulted either from the long 
period during which the concentrates were stored before balling or 
more probably from drying the ore balls in the drying oven overnight. 
Operational Techniques 
The following procedures have been used in the experimental runs. 
Slight variations were made in the procedure developed for taking 
kinetic data in order to verify the technique. These are pointed out 




A. Weight Versu$· r.ime· Meas·uremen:t 
The following pr_o.c~dµre wa.s d.eyel·o·ped. to take the w~·~'.gh_t 
(1). Th.e sampJe h-c,lder. ·and Screen w.it:h ;ind wi't_hoµt 
the saII1ple :we.re 'weighed: outs:~cie: the .f~rpa¢.e .. _ 
used -for the sam···.le· . . , ... p .• 
s:o that. t:.h,~, amo-unt cf£ .air -or ,µitrogen flowing' 
i:nto the r.eac.t·iori: chamber was close to 18 :sCFiI •. . . ·. . .. . . . - . . ... · -, - . . 
Atl air flow t·cl ·i:he. tub'e: b_undle was ·s:ht.(t .of:£. 
l.e:a·s t th:r.ee minutes.!' 
lid ·of the: r,ea.ction: chamb.e-r w.as .. removed: :a:1;1µ· =the 
.f. 
·'...·. 
lower segment of the connecting wire was passed 
' 
through it. The Lavite lid and sample holder were 
placed in the reaction chamber. 
(4) Power to the furnace was turned on and the furnace 
was moved underneath the analytical balance. 
(5) The two segments of the connecting wire were 
snapped together. 
(6) The balance and/or furnace were moved until the 
con~ecting wire held the sample holder so that it 
was not constrained by touching the: side of the 
reaction ·chamber. The lack of co.nst.raint was tested 
. . . ' - . . . 
by t:r-yfn:g t·o -make an·· irtitic1l wetg:ht me:asurement as 
.outlined }rl :st.eps {7·),. :(8'), (:9), a:nd (10) . 
. - . . . . 
(7) An initial estimate of the· wei.ght. t& tlle $a~ple ; 
was m~qe and:: th~ balance: ~:et llp .for -t:·h:crt· wei.ght. 
(.8:) 
~(9.) 
(10) S·te.,p._s .('7),. (8) .,_. artd; (9.) w.ere· 'r:~:p:~·~t .. ed' .un:t>i:l, the· 
·reco:r·ded •. 
(ll~) 













(12) After two minutes had elapsed, the air flow 
. and times were turned off, nitrogen flow turned 
on, and a. weight measurement made as outlined 
in steps (7), (8), (9), and (10). 
(13) Steps (11) and (12) were repeated until measure-
ments had been made for O, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 
and 14 minutes of air flow. 
(14) After the 14 minute measurement, power to the 
furnace was shut off, the two segments of 
connecting wire unsnapped, and the sample 
holder removed from the re&ction chamber. 
Note that ±n no case was less than 10 ·mt:nu.te·s ·or mo.re- tha.n 30 rnlrtutes· 
and taking the: initial weight measuremen:t. If .mor.~:,.··t,:_IJ,a.·n 30: mi"nu·te·a 
was required for the inltial weight measurement,. :th¢: :1:un was aborted .. 
B. Calculati,on of % Ox Using Weight Versu·s Tinie :Measurements 
In order to allow the results of each test :to be compared· 
w~eight :gai,n ~~ii-stirement:s weJ·e: ¢_onverte.d to' ·%: ·Ox·. The ;pe.r<!"ent: -o.f 
ox_i.dcrt::i~o)1,, ·which wi.11 .fie"l:.e:a·:ft·er be ref-erred to -as /o_ o~,. is defined: 
·as:· 100 .tJ~mes :t_h:e· rat~o of the weight ga.irte.d .du.rip.g oxidation. to: the-
:wei_ght: whfc:h ·wot1ld· b~ :g·ai.ned· b:y 'th,e sample if. ,i-t----was -sompletely 
.. 
:.oxid·ized:. :I'h.e. follow!g:g,~_p_t1J:.Q:~d~l!te: was .. us~·.d t:o convert we-.fgh_·,t .me~:lSt1:r·e-_____________ :.,,.: .. , ..,--~------···-~-------· . . . • '' • ·• . ·.- .. -'::::·i··:-.•··'····:·-'······•"''" ........... -,~---:··-:--"~ .. - . '--·--"'7".-:-----....:.....:__. -:-:--··-. ~--...:. . .:___ . ..:.-:.:.___ --·- .. ·······-·-·--·······-·---·····---.. ··-----···--·-,-··-· . .:..-:~---·:...._.: __ ...... _.,._...:..,.:..:---~·-:-:--··:---:-··7:---···-:-·--:-,-- • - .. · . 
·-·-··-"-"'"'·~--~-------~--.·-··- .. :·· .· -·.·. _,.;_______ 
- .. ,.,..~---····:··. :··· .- •,- -- .. ····-
. . 
:): .ments to: % ..:O:k: 
( 










and without the sample measured outside the 
furnace were subtracted. The result was taken 
as the sample weight. 
fl) The weight which would be gained by the sample 
' 
if it were completely oxidized was found by 
multiplying the sample weight by the weight 
fraction of magnetite in the concentrate before 
8.00 
oxidation and 231.55 . 
(:3) The weight gain for each weight measurement 
during a t.E}St was determined b_y subtracting the 
.:we.:.ight r/ecotded from the initial weight measure-
men·t made inside the re,.action chamber. . : . .· . . 
(4} The Weight gain was divided by the weight which 
would be gained by the sample f£ it wc;ts completely 
Oxldized, This resµlt: Was rnunfplied by 100 to 
g_iv:e· ·% Ox,. 
C. M'ea.surernent of the Flow Rate Into the Reaction Chamber 
.The following procedure was develop:ed to al low the measure- · 
ment qf the flow rate into the teactiQJ1 :C:h.!imbet" at elevated tempera-, 
,,.· -~-
t.ube .of .0-.25 oi.nch: diame·te,r was ·a_.tt_,a:_c-_he:d to a_ 





rzdf _.......,., _____ _ 
., 
was slipped over the end of the stainless steel 
tube. 
(3) With the furnace at temperature and air flowing 
through the heater, the power was turned off, and 
the Lavite lid removed. 
(4) The stainless steel tube was jannned down the hole 
from which heated air entered the reaction chamber. 
(5) The highest reading on the flowmeter was taken as 
the gas flow entering the reaction chamber. 
(6) The tube was taken out, cap replaced, and current 
turned on. 
. . At- higher temperatures cau.tfon mu:st be: us.ed as the rµp1:>~r: ign:ites 
~fter a short time in contact with the reactiqn ve~sel. 
D. Measurement of Air Temperature in the· Reaction Chamber 
The air temperature in the reac·.tion chamber was measure.cl 
.using an unc.alibrate:d Alumel-Chromel ther.m.oco·uple _with a ba-r'e be.a_d;-•. 




The ·:furnace temperat_ure: :W.as :w·ith·I·n, ·+·z 0 c .of th·e des.ireq 
-· 
E. .. :u!:.~-~r_o~s:_ .. Ion- Analysis 
The, a:naly.t.:.ical procedur.=e, u·se.d: -for :de:terminin:g t.};1~ :wt'. .pc.t . 
. ,. 





:me.ta i:L.:i.:c iron being .pre_s.e-r1t iri _:fhe s.ample, as ·well· i:l'S b.y the pr.es.ettce 










carbon (25). Tite procedure is as follows: 
•) 
(l)· Two glass tubes with 90° bends were placed in a 
rubber stopper. One of the glass tubes was 
constructed so that only a short length of glass 
poked through the stopper; the other, so that 
about three inches of tubing were beneath it. The 
stopper and glass tubing were placed in a 250 or 300 ml 
Erlenmeyer flask. This procedure was repeated until 
a flask complete with stopper and glass tubing has 
been made for each sample to be analyzed. One addi-
tional flask was made up using a two,hole .-rubber 
~to.pper and one of the long glass bends .• 
(2} The :flasks were connected with rubber tµQing -to 
·fa.rm a flasJ<. train. This was :d.orre by connec·ting 
.the. tte~-t :flask., The f.Ia.sk .h·aving only th.e lqt1g; .. 
:g_l~_s.s bend was filled w.it:h enough deio·rtiz:ed -w;{.ter 
to .i'mrnerse the e·n·d ·of :t'·h:e: glass tubfng":~ It· wa·s 
.. \ . 
cc,nnected to tb'e end 0£ the {_~ -1{ain t;q ,serve 
(3): A :p:red~ t.e:rmi:ned .amo.urit .o.f· -.d):·.y: s:~mp-le: w.a·s ·we i.--gh~¢1 
--~: 
in:to th·e flasks . 
. .. .. . . 
-
-·-. - . ' . . . -~,.,....-_ .. --.. .- ·--- .,. - . ·-·-
.co:ntain·tn,g .a·:ry C<l2. ~92 was b9b1J.led th·.r:.oug·b ·the: 







(5) 30 ml of 1:1 HCl and 10 to 12 drops of 48% HF 
were added to each flask containing a 1/2 gram 
sample. For larger samples an additional 10 ml 
of 1:1 HCl was added for each additional 1/2 gram 
of sample. 
(6) The flask train was heated on a hot plate with co2 
passing through it, close to, but not at the boiling 
point, until all of the sample dissolved. 
(7) For each 1/2 gram sample to be analyzed, a solution 
of 15 ml of 1:1 H3P04 and 6 to 8 drops of 
p-diphenylamine sulfonic acid sodium salt ftolutio·n 
samples, an additional 5 ml of 1.:1 H3Po4 was. ii:sed 
for each additional i/2 gran.t of sample. 
was titrat.ed imme·d.1:-.~·te.ly ·-usfn.g ·_0..1 N :.:r<;2cr2o7 soltit'ion. 
The end point' wa~:r purjtle.. ·TJ:ri_s :proc-edure: was .. re:p·ea.te,d 
F. Verification o·f Experimental Technique 
The proce·d'.ure and some of ·the equipment ·u:s~:.d fo·r me·ast1tJ~-ng 
the: "k.inetics o:f :i;nc:1gnet:ite oxidation of _ore co·ncent:t·a:-t.e: ba:ils we,r:e_ ... •,.• . --~~-. -· 
. 
• ----·-···-- - - - - - - - --··--- -······----------:---·-:.: •• ;:..;.:.-· •••••• ::_:..::;.'--'-·:;, ______ .:__,, _ _:o_..:_._:._ ..... ~--'_....; .. __________________ ~----;c-~,....,.-------.' .. _,:-~_---: --· 
d.eve·loped--,duri~g thi:$ inves<tigat-ion. For this· ·r··eason te.s:ts, we·re tncfde . . . '.. . ' ' .. . , 
. -. . ... 
to determ.ine the .. error. i11-herent iri ·th.e eq·u_iJ)m~ht and pr.o·ce·dure. .. Tests: 
were roadie for. the f:·9-ll.owi11g· purpo·s:e,s_ :-. 
2:6 
• 
. ~ : . 
·• 
(1) to illustrate the reproducibility of the testwork, 
(2) to determine the amount of error in determining% Ox 
versus time data using the procedure for taking 
weight versus time measurements and calculating% Ox 
from these measurements outlined in the section on 
operational techniques, and 
(3) to confirm that the air flow rate used in the tests 
was high enough so that diffusion of oxygen from the 
air to the surface of the ball was not rate limiting. 
All of the tests were conducted with ore balls of Ore l and were run .. 
at 800°C. 
Three tests were run to illust.rat.e :-th.-e: r'.e:producibill'ty of 
th-~ testwork. In these tests the prqc··e.dt1r·e,s usie'd. to take weight 
ver.s-us time· meas'urements and: to calc.ula.te ·% Ox were the same as out:""! . . . ' . . . .. - : .. . ~ . . ' . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ·. . . . . . 
... tini~cf in. tbe ~.e.ct:i.on. on operaJ:f.onal tech'niques ·with the exception ·t'hat 
in :each: t:es.t a di:fferetJ.t n.µmpe,t; of· .ore b·all.s· 't-.iete used. :rn t;:.e.s·.t co-:1, 
A.: .di:fferent numb:er ·o·f :bal.fs -.-.·-, .. ' . . •,- .. ·.· . --. - ..... . 
. =-,,;;;=-s:~ --. c,·- .-.·· . 
lined .~.I1 th¢ se,¢tio:n on oper~ti'bnc:tl t.e.ch-ni.q.µ~s w.e-t:e fbl1o.wed wt.th 'the: 
~-
--- ~ ·~- ~-·. ~~- - --·.""' -- . -
I 
following two exceptions: .. 
(1) Each test was made for either two, four, six, 
eight, ten, twelve, or fourteen minutes. No 
intermediate weighing was done during these tests. 
(2) After oxidation the sample was cooled with nitrogen 
flowing past it. 
One ore ball from each run was used to prepare a sample for wet 
+2 analysis of the wt pct Fe 
• The other ball was mounted and ground 
so that the width of the he~tite shell could be ~asured. A photo-
graph of the ground ball was enlarged, and the shell width was meastitE!d 
directly and with the use of a planimeter. The results of the weight 
measurements, wet analyses, arid shell width measurements are 1:i.sted. :i.n 
Table III, and are plPt:ted to.gethe:r W.ith the :re13ults _of test CQ ... 2 in 
fl) .The· :results .of .measuring the bema'tite $bel·l width. 
of e ithex weight measurements o:r wet a·nalys is. 
(2) .The :results of the chemical analyses and the results 
(}) As shown bY ·c()IIlperrlson of the results of test G0-4 and 
while takinig we·ight measureme,nts dutirtg: -a rJi.n.- This. 
oxida,tion, ho~ever, ciuses us4ally Only a I or 2% Ox 
. - . -- - ·-.. -- -- ,-c,-·-~- ·=---,~"=--~='=== 
-----·---;~--·-a,-•-•" ~===:-,~~--=-==·. =::-~-~=-=· --~-... ~==~===-:.= . ' -.. 
- -·-=ancr at ··mosi: · a 5% Ox error. 
]i'ou:r tests, G0-11 through C0-14, we1:e made ti;) COP.fifm that · 
.--







- ,,, =---- - -~· .. - --
the surrounding air to the surface of the ball was not rate limiting. 
" The procedures used were those outlined in the section in operational 
.., 
techniques except a different flow rate was used for each test. The 
results of the testwork are listed in Table IV. Figure 7 is a plot 
of tl1e % Ox versus time ·curves obtained for these tests and test C0-2. 
If diffusion of oxygen from the air to the surface of the ore ball is 
rate limiting, the test results should change for each flow rate used. 
As Figure 7 shows, the results of the tests made at 15, 18 and 21 SCFH 
were the same within experimental er:ro·r.. A flow of 18 SCFH is, there:-
fore, enough to insur.e that diffusion o.:f· oxygen .. from the air to the· 
surf ace of the ore b.a.1..1 :i.s·: not rat.e Jt1:11t.tJ.t1.g: .•. 
Experimental R~s.ti:l_t:s 
The results of t:he -~~pe_r ini_entc:1.J tes t-w,oi·k done. t:_q ,g~;t~t:n.i:i.n.~ #h·e 
kinetics q,f ·µia..gp;et-ite oxidation· :j_n :ote ]:,~lls -of. Ore- 1 and Ore 2 are 
1.is-te·d_ in Tables· v: and: ·v1. Testwork, --w~s: _clone _at 100°C intervals from ; ' . . . . - '. 
300° :to· 1000°C.. ·re.stwor·k was: at.·temp·t.ed: above 1000°C; however' it was 
:f'C>µrtq. tha.t at t.lifs: t .. empe:r~i"tur.e t:h·e aluminum braid ·used ·to -carry· c.u~~-ent 
\. 
t.o ,the.- .si·licon .carbi:d·e hea.t.ing e.lement:s :fn t:.11~ f.trrna~_e me l~.ed •. For 
t:n .. all. a.ii -th¢ t:estwo·r-k, 0the p_rocedure:s outlined -in :th·e. s.e·c.ti.on ·on: 
f ----.,-... : ... '.~·~··-~,_:····~-----.. -. ------·-··----·-· .. ··-As-·-·sl1own~~15·--·-p-·:[,c-ure_s _____ g-_· ana--·g-:·--ctte--·ce sTS-·tTf~:rde· us 1.n -·~ocYth·--Ore·-_·j:··:··a_nd:.....~~~~=----~~ ....... _. ___ . 
",···· ·-,-~-----·•.•=--•--;'';=~-~~=•·· · ·-• -··, 7. · - . • - ·.. .... · · · · . · · . . .. · ·,Y .. · ~---. -~-- ... · · ·,·,·• .·,,.~•~•-=·•·cc,,·.·· -~a-.·ca•~~==•· "C'· · ·• • · · ... · ·• .. ~ · -~ " .. • .... 
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, Iii 
,cussed in the sections on verification of operational techniques and 
equipment) allow the results taken at 900°C using Ore 1 to be explained. ,, 
The other high results cannot be dismissed so easily. There are two 
possible explanations. The first of these depends on the fact that 
magnetite has been reported to be nonstoichiometric at temperatures 
~ 
above 1075°C (7). The calculation of% Ox is based, in part, on the 
weight fraction of magnetite originally in the ore. This was determined 
in this investigation from the wt pct ferrous iron obtained for the I 
.original concentrates asstnning magnetite was stoichiometric (FeO · 
.,, 
I Fe2o3). The second possibility is that at higher temperatures, the 
hematite i.n the· concentrate might rapidly revert to magnetite. This· 
.. 
reversion. ¢,ould then take p~a·ce whii.e the sample was being he·ated :in. 
nitrog~n prior to the initial \.,1e:i·g.ht .measurement in the reliction 
·chatlibe'i:'. ·For path cases, the orig_inal weight fract·iQrt·: ,o:f ·magnet:1:t.e: 
.wou:l:d be low .and the % Ox· ·va:lues h·i:gh. 
'.Ed:s·t-r·om (6., ·1.) .• . As pointed out: i.ri. -the: 1 it::er. at:ute search,: Eels t;rom> 
sh:owe.d :that his data obey~q th.e pa·rab:q:lf¢: -ra,t·e law ·~J, .=1.p:pli-e>d ·to, '$ 
:s··p·he.re.·· . . . . . . 
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tE = time from the start of oxidat~_on, 
R = radius of ore ball, 
Ox=% Ox/100 
kE = constant for oxidation of a ball of a given 
concentrate at a given temperature. 
The data taken in this investigation, and the data obtained by Zetter-
strom on Babbitt ore concentrate, were analyzed to find k/R2 for each 
data point. - The scatter in the k/R2 values found using data points 
:t.:C:lken from the same % Ox versus.- :time curves was large. The- s·hape of 
·t.·h_e curves, predicted by the- parabolic law using the di,f'fet·ent k/R2 
ya}ues, differed by ~botit 10% Ox. 
It .is beli_eve:d. ·th-a,t :the parabolic rate law d.id. not·. work fo:r. tll~se 
• 
tlaea, b.ec.aus·e· sqrne. t11trec:l¢ted magnetite probably was :pre·s:'en:t in t .. h.e 
th~t· % Ox values a~~ .c-a.lc1:1la_te_d· by me:as·ur.ing .th~ wid.th· .of: the hematite 
~--hell- ,:$rt ·r.uns C0-4. throq.'gh- C0-10 w.as: muc·h hi.gh.e'); ·than. that. obtaine:d by 
-h·alls ·of Qre l ~tiq ·Ot-e 2 .no.t:. t:q explafn ·the :k-inet_ics:, but: ·r-·atJte;r- to 
.te.s:.t . . tlje ·111a:thematica1 mo:del d.evel.ope.d c:j.ur:i'ng ~-his i~yestig_ati:orr. 
. where_; 
"";···.":"'.--·-.-----·-- - • -· .... ~ •:. •." .. ~. - .. ~ -.,.,, .. ·: .:_ ~~ .- . _. - - . . - ... "._:_, '.", . -· ~ t :-: .-~.--
;%. -0~ . -··TI , ·= A B·C. - +. D 
- ~-- --
.·~ • . 
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, 
A, B, C, D = constants for a particle -of ere ocidized 
at a given temperature, and 
TI= a linear function of· time. 
This expression was used because it fit all of the% Ox versus 
time data to within 4% Ox. Other equations were tried, but none fit 
the data as well using as· few coefficients. A computer program was 
used to find the values of the coefficients for each data set. The .. , 
program listing, along with instructions for its use, is included in 
.. 
App·e1.1ql:x B. The values of the coefficients whiqh best fit the data .. : 
..... 
·~ 
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DEVELOPMENT__,OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Differential equations which mathematically express the physical . 
situation in the packed bed of a traveling grate pelletizing machine 
were developed during this investigation. Using these differential 
equations, the thermal profiles developed at different depths in the 
bed while magnetite oxidatio~ was taking place were simulated. The 
-
, differential equations were derived using the shell balance method 
discussed in detail by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (15). Each of 
the variables in the equations were evaluated so that only the air and 
··-solid temperatures were unknown. ·Th.~;s·e d_ifferential equations were 
then solved on a digital computer using an analogue simulator. 
. .. 
Development of the Fundamental Differential Equations 
Differential equations describing the packed bed of a :tra-vel.1.ng 
.gr.ate pe.lletiz:fng ·ma_c-h·.ine we-re deri-ved us·ing. an inffnite·ly thin 'slice-
only the· 
letlets. 
. . .•.. - -
A ~:a>ss :~"rtq· ,an e:-ne"I~gy :b.a:l.ance w·e:re: qs,eq ·to develo_p. d·:if.-fe,rent·ia.l. 
·w~t·e s.lm.plified and combi.ne·d. t:t> give one: e··quation -for each'.: itl1ll,p .• _ Be; __ 
· ·cause: :these two equat.ions :su¢¢i:"nc~t:ly di~s·c.r ib·e hea:t ap.d. tna.ss .. t.t:ans f:et· · 
33 
• 
to and from each lump they have been referred to during this investi-
gation as the fundamental differential equations. Figure 10 illustrates 
the slice used, how the slice was divided into the air lump and the 
pellet lump, and the differential elements used for the mass and 
energy balances. In the mass and energy balances, both air and 
pellet temperature were assumed to vary only with time and depth in 
the slice. Also, the temperature of the pellets was assumed not to 
vary within a pellet. The temperature measurements made by Ban (26) 
inside oxidizing ore balls seem to substantiate this assumption. 
The mass balance done for the air lump element follows: 
ma.ss out to pellet· llllilp ·f·or 
pxldation in.6t 
m:ass at time t 
.. 
·t . 
[6t SCF PA]z 
[6t SCF P AJ z +:- &z 
k F- A- &z . Li'.t:-P . .. . .· .. 
.LAA ·4? :PA (T,P)J ·t 
[AA ,Liz P.A -(T:,.P)::J t .-+:: 6 't. 
. .S;CF -= s.tari.d-~rd cm3/min o·f -~it. flowing th.r:oug_h. the erl·eme:nt J 
PA '= :dt!.rts ity ._of ·air :{:or ·1 sJ;:and:ard c-tibic. centirne_t:er, g/std c·m3 '; 
:~: 
Fe2·o3_ J)roduc-ed; p.er ·unit time 




. F :::: s.-.toi.ch iome·~rt.c :ratio: ·of g:t:~ms :02 us·ed __ p_et· gram ot· )?~;z0-3 
pro.d.uc:¢.d.-;. 
.. - .A :a ~;;;s-sec:tional at~!i .of pellet lt®P, cm2 ; ;P 
AA __ ::;: .cr·o.s:s-s.ec-tiort·al are.a o.f ai,r lumpJ .cm2 ;. and 
PA. -(T:,-:J;>). == d·ens ity o·_f· the: a.j.:¥· ·at- the t:empe_ra ture and pre:s::s_ur·e: .in 
1 the .elem_ ·e·.rtt._,_ , g_ -. !_. c_ri1~ ... , 
·3·4 
. . .... :--------· 
.. 
.... ; 
. -: ... ,._ ...... _,_ 
.,; 
--~. 
The mass balance yields Eq. (8): 
(6t SCF PA] 
z + 62. 
+ [ AA t:,.z p A (T, P) J t + t:.t - [ AA ~ z p A (T, P) J t 
+ k F Ap 6Z 6t .= 0 
Rearrangement of Eq. (8) gives: 
(8) 
(:AA PA (T' P) - [ AA PA (T' P)] t 
t+6t 
-------------+ _______________ _ 
6t 
+kFAp=O 
On .taking the limit as & + .0 and as 6t + 0:, E.q. {9) b.e1;omes : 
·.a (SCF p A) 
az 




thermal energy in at z in lit f .6t SCF PA 6 HA Jz 
•·.. ,•.• I .. 
,,.... 
thermal energy out at Z + 6 Z [tit SC.F PA IS HA Jz + t,.z 
in 6t 
.thermal energy ou:t 'b:.y·· ·.aJ.r· 
us.ea. fo·r oxidation 1n ·6t 
. . . ' . . . . . . ·. . . . .. . 
. thermal et1e:r'gy o.ut at z to 
:t·he pelte·t lUlilp .in .. ·6t 
·thermal er:ier.gy ou·t at ~ +· 6z 
.t'() .th·e pellet lump i.n 6t ,: 
··where:. 
~-













= air temperature in °K; 
tiliA = enthalpy of air, cal/gm air; and 
qc = heat transferred to the air lump from the pellet llDllp, 
cal/min. 
The thermal balance yields the following expression: 
" [ 6t SCF p A 6HA ] , 
- [ 6t SCF p A 61-IA ] z+~z z 
..... 
+[ AA PA(T,P). ~A 6Z] t + 6t - [ AA PAlT,P) ciIA 6Z] t 
" 
~ [ :(6~ q~:) z + 6.Z - (6t Qc~ ] + k F Ap ~z LiliA 6.t = 0 
U-p·o.ri i~e·ar.ra:ng:ing Eq. (11), we -gEft 
" 
" [. SCF p A LillA ] 
-- [ SCF p A MA ] 
z + 4 .. z.. 
· z 
+ 
.;.. [ AA pA(T" P) 4lf A] 
t .+ :6.t. - f AA. p ,A (T:', P) ¢HA ] 
. . . ~ .. 
6t. 
" 




"' $. (SCF .PA 6HA) ·. ····· -~- . a. -(_AA_·P.A ('I'·,P) -~A) 
dz :at 
a qc 
~-' + a z 
--i. 
·(ll)" 
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oxygen withdrawn from the air is about 6 vol. pct. By making this 
assumption Eqs. (10) and (13) reduced to: 
= - (14) 
a z at 
and 
..... ...... 
a (SCF p A 6HA) a (AA p A (T,P) 6HA) a qc 
+ - = 0 (15) a z a t a z 
By using the product rule on Eq. (15), we get: 
"' 
a qc 6HA a (SCF p A) +· 
- + 
a z a z a z 
,(1_6) 
..... 
+ 6HA cl (AA p A(T,P)) + 
a t 
AA p A (-T·f-.l?) :a (6H A) 
---- - 0 
a t 
e:q:. (14): was subst.-it-tfted into "'.Eq. (16)- t·o. give-: 
-= 
-
a· ·n · · .&f_·"'_·.A· 
. ·'"tC 
+ . 
d:Z a z 




·a: q.·c· .. ,., 
·- - .. •-'" +· P A cl (6HA) + . AA p .A(TJ P) cl (6HA) 
a· Z' 
-- ·-o· ~ -, 
The_. 1-ast· .term :i_I1 Eq ., ·(17) ·wa,s assumed qeg\-ig:ible: in t.his: ·deye·lopment. 
. . . : 
.Ca!cu:iatio:ns were· -mad.e: wh-i.ch· s·howed ·that ·-it .w.as. abou.t- two· orders of 
. . . ·. .·• . .. - - . . . ... ' ... '. . . .. _, . - .. - . . .. ,- . . . . . .. . 
magp;f-~ude- smaller than tl1e :o.t·he.t ·t}JQ tetms :in tf1e ~tJtfatio.n. These 




aqc + SCF ·P A a (61:IA) 
d z az 
37. 
, ..... _ o--
~-.: 
" \ 





The mass balance done for the pellet lump element follows: 
Mass in at z~ in 6t 
Mass out at z + 6z in 6.t 
Mass in by reaction • 6.t in 
Mass at time t 
' 










P Ap 6.ZJ t 
AP 




p - density of pellet lump, g/cm·· ·=· de~.s·it.Y of a pellet, 
g/cm3 
:Fr.om the mass balanc·e, .i:t .. c.an .bei s.hown t'ha.t -:· 
[ A 6..z1 [ p A . 8tJ •... 6..Z. 4t k F Ap == 0 p p t + 6.t - ' p t 
Jle·a .. rt-.angemen.t o{: E·q. • ( 19) ·g.iv.e.s 
-,'. 
[·. A·· - ] P :P -
t + .6t 
6t 
- [ p A] 
·P· · t 
.. 
Cl ( p .Ap} :_ k F · Ap == 0 
:at: 
T11e th.e:rn)._al iia_la:.nbe done. :{p·r ·the. pe lle·t lu~p· e.l·etileilt :Eo:ll-.ow.s::. 
'I'be.rmal energy· ·:i.:n ·by concfuction 
fr-om· pe 1-le·t t-o· pe lle.t :at z in 16t 
.The.-rJllai···en.ergy out b.y :cond·uc_tion 
.t-r:om pel.let to P'=-lI~·t .. at_· z + 6.z in ~t 
.. [· 6.e· qkJ: -
. . . z 
(19) 
(2::1)· 
.Th.ermal: ·en.ergy ·in by radiat-tc;,n 
·~ ··· =·· "-,-" "'·-·= ' ""·-· ~--Trom:··pe11e-C "eo~ pe1-re1:··a t :·'.z-:rn··z-:r- ---· -·--f 6.t qrJ z · --. . .. . . 




-~.erma 1 energy out J~y rad·ia·t ion 
,_from pelle_t to pellet· at 








Thermal energy in from-oxygen 
·entering the pellet lump 
*Thermal energy in from air 
lump at z in 6.t 
Thermal energy in-from air 
lump at z + 6. z in 6t 
Thermal energy in by react-ion 
• 
~t 1n 
Thermal energy. at time t 
Thermal .eQer:gy at time t + &t 
,.. 
~t k F Ap 6z 6HA 
z+~z 
[ Ap 6z P 6Hp ] t 
..... 
[ AP 6. z P lilip ] t + l'.it 




.. ·. ·P 
p .art i c.le., ~:a 1 /nftn; 
:t.o sc>lid. part ie!.l_e, cal/min-; a=1:1d 
- he .. at g~n~r;a_ted :by oxid:attoJt o··t ma·gn_etite., 
c;a"l/tnfri. cm~ o-f p·e'lle.t :ltim.p;_ _and 
=· ¢n:tha.-lpy of the p'ellet-s,- :cat/-ctn) p::~1-lett:, l:.ump. 
[. llt · · · . ·1· j. tit ·1: 
. •_ .... : qk·... .·· +·.· ,A. ~-.. ·. · .. :q·. k . ··· 
· · · Z . 2i.'Z · . .Z 
+[; lit :q···•r.· .]' · .. . -~. •[.- 6.t. q·- ] .
· · .. ·'· · · · · .-z. -.+.· ·.. · 1:-.. ·z · · r · · · · .· .o. 
·· .. ·-z, 
...... 




. . .. 
. A 
-+ .q: •x-. ..A . -. 6 :z . tst- ·+ -·[·. A -_. -zl. z: P ·6H .. ··1. · ·t·. .+...  .·ts· ..  t. . p ·.· .,, ..... · .. p . ··p.·. ·. 
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.,· '. llllilp to the pellet lump would occur _along the boundary between t.he · two.. The air lump and pellet lump were divided into two sep,arate 






Eq. (23) is obtained by rearranging Eq. (22). 
[qk] z + c6z - [ qk] z [qr] Z + 6Z f qr] z 
"' + 
- k F Ap 61-IA 6.z 
~z (23) 
"' "' [ ·qc] z + l,z - [ qc] z [App 61-Ip] t+6t - [ApP6Hp] + 
- qX Ap + t = 0 6z 6t 
·on takiJg the limit as 6Z-+0 and 6t-+O, .Eq. (23) becomes: 
a qk A a qr a qc A a (Ae P 6He2 + + + qx Ap 
·(2-4:}: - k F Ap 6.HA 0 -a z 3'z 0z a t 
The amount of heat t:t·ai:is f erred from pellet to pell~t by conduction 
was assumed negligible. With this assumption and the assumption that 
the amount of air transferred to the pellet lump by oxidation was 
negligible, Eq. (2S) reduces tq: 
where· 
. cl qr + ... Q qc + Ap qx + P -Ap 
:a: z . a: z· ' ,, 
-
a qc + 
a z 
1 .. -.. , c_ . . e,;. 
.. ;;, 
A 







~· ,. . . 
" ' 
· a q · a q . - . · At a (68 ) . __ 
······----·-·-··-······-------~--·-~~"-'''''"··-·--··--- n!'·+---~--"'--<L·~-.,,.-}.--.coAt q X· · + ti .(1 ... -e,.--} .. .. · ·- ·. .. · p_ · -,:-u-··--- ·----------I!9J"""" ---- ------ -. .. . -
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Evaluation of the Variables in the Fundamental Differential E uations 
In Eq s • ( 2 8) and ( 2 9) , PA, p , ( 1- £ ) , and At a re cons tan t . 
Each of the other quantities in the equations depends upon either air 
temperature, solid temperature, time, or a combination of these. In 
order to solve Eqs. (28) and (29), it was necessary to evaluate each 
of these quantities so that the temperature of the air and pellets 
were the only unknowns in the equations. 
" 
a 6HA A. Evaluation of az . 
The partial derivative Of.4HA With respect to z is such. that:: 
-aTA, 
dZ (3.:0): 
where CpA = specific heat at constant pressure of ctir, cal/gm °K. 
aciIA " 
In order to evaluate a 2 , CpA must be calculated b,y multiplying the 
vol. pct .. of' argon, nitrogen, and oxygen by their re:spective heat 
capacit,ies at constant pressure and adding the results, The Cp 
- 6. 6 ·+: 1 .• :C)2 X L·Q:~ 3" 'rA 
· 1· /· . .. · · 1-· ·. °K ca_:_··.· gm: m~: -.e ·. -
- 7 16" .. ·1 . . ·. - 3: 
- .. : .. : + -· .·o·o :x 10 ··· TA· ·~ 
C A · = 5·/_.2 '.R .  ··.. - 4 96 p r .- .. -. 
.., .. 
CPN2. = heat capacity at (!Onstarrt Pte.sstJ.;i?e of 1ti..t:rogen, 





cpo,2 = heat capacity at:__ c;:onstant ptess.i:fte .·of oJC:yg;ett, 
:C:a:1/gz.n rnole °K; and ----. ·- .. · ~ ···-··-· .---C~ ........ ,:.--.-'--'-·'o'··c,~""--·--·-·····-· .. ······-- - --···· 
---:·····-
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Eqs. (31) and (32) were determined by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (27). " 
Eq. (33) was derived by assuming argon to be an ideal monatomic gas 




78 vol. pct, N2, and 1 vol. pct, Ar. The result of the calculations 
was: 
-3 5 -2 CpA = 6.7046 + 1.005 x 10 TA - 0.084 x 10 TA 
(34) 
where CpA = heat capacity at constant pressure of air, cal/gm mole °K. 
CpA was found by dividing the right-hand side of E~. {34) by 28.97, 
the molecular weight of air. The result was: 
\ 
Therefore: 
= 0.2314 + 0.03469 x 10- 3TA - 0.002·.9 ~ 105-x--·2 
A. (35) 
(36) 
B. Evaluation of a ~P 
"' 
The partial derivation of Mp. with respect'. to t is such that: 
whe,re ·Cp-. ·= s. ··_-p· __ e:e:i_-fic heat. 
... ' ·p 
ca:l/.gm· °K. 
" 
·rn ord~r to e_valuate aMp 
a t 
at constant P:tJlSsur¢ .of the p.efiet:s, 
" C must be ,evalua·:ted, .. ' p . -:, ·... . . . . . . •.. 
. . P 
time since .the amounts of hematite and JUagn.eti.t;e in ·a J?E!llet vary With 
C was calculated psing: Pp 
C x .. & pellet 
Pp cm3 " g Fe304 " · g Fe203 = c F ·o· x ~ + c . (3··8) 
---- ------··- .. - -~----···· --·-----:--.,.....,-...:..._,-····-- ··--- ----·--.--. ---- - ------ ----
P e 3 4 3 PF'e2Q3 }{ c:m3 
cm ________________ _ 
A 
- specific heat at constant pressure of magneti;.t:e, 
cal/ gm °K., and. 
··Cpl?e3:0.3 = 
specific heat at cQnstqnt pressure o.f hetnatite, 





Eqs. (31) and (32) were determined by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (27). Eq. {33).was derived by assuming argon to be an ideal monatomic gas (28). The composition of air was assumed to be 21 vol. pct. o2, 78 vol. pct. N2, and 1 vol. pct. Ar. The result of the calculations 
was: 
- -3 5 -2 CpA = 6.7046 + 1.005 x 10 TA - 0.084 x 10 TA (34) 
where CpA = heat capacity at constant pressure of air, cal/gm mole °K. CpA was found by dividing the right-hand side of Eq .. (34) by 28.97, the molecular weight of air. The result was: 
" 
= 0.2314 + 0.03469 x 10- 3rA - 0.002.9 x. 1.0$'tA~2·· 
Therefore: 
B .• 
= (0,2:314 + 0.03469 x 10""3'l'A 




·Tlt:e. patt.f~l derivation of ~P with· r.~:s·p~·c.t ·t>o· t i$' ·:Such ·tlrc(t : .. 
A d: T: 
Cp:p· d t: 
-
:~ 
whe:re, Opp = spe·ci.fic heat at cot1s.:tant :pr·es.s·u.te .of th.e pe::11.Etts.., .. ¢\9.l/.gm. °K. 
"' C nius·t ·o·.e ~val··u· ~:fte.d·. Pp .. -· ··- .. ·-- --· . - ..... ,{!: :,ta_•-.r_.···_:ie:s with - ·Pp 
- t 
. 





- • -~---· ---· -·. - ·- .... -
-
-- • •• ..,.----··· __ ·:--,-- • .c._ •• :.....--~----··--·----·- -
= specific h·eat at constant pressure of magnetite, ·cal/gm 9 K, · and 
,.. 




It was assumed that the density of magnetite and hematite in an ore 
concentrate ball were close enoug~ so that the density of the pellet 
did not vary with time. With this assumption, Eq. (38) becomes: 
g Fe304/crn3 ' g Fe2o3/cm3 + CpFe203 x -----------
.... " 
CPp =· CpFe304 x (39) 
0 0 
In order to find how g Fe304/cm3 and g Fe203/cm3 varied with time, it 
was necessary to use kinetic data. In this model, a k value was 
calculated from the kinetic data which was dependent on time and 
temperature. 
... 
It was assumed that the oxidation kinetics were affected only 
by time and temperature and that the amount of oxygen taken up by 
oxidation did not change the partial pressure of oxygen enough to 
affect oxidation kinetics. This assumption is· discussed in_ -the 
;se·ction on Discussion of Results. The k wa.s· such that: 
·Fe 0 g_ .. 2. 3 t 
t: 
'\ 
cm3 k(t_ :T) .. d:·t .. '. ·., . {4:0) 
,.. t> 0 
.'0 
-whe .. r::e: 
.· .~ .· ' . .. . 
3 
- gm_· .of .hemat'i,t.:~ :-p.er: cm. prod):.fc~d. si:-±nc.-e. ·tl~~- ,z_e:to-;, 
t>o 
k{t".,_ .. T:) g Fe203 
= iti:s'tilntan€lQ1JS rate of rea<:t1on, 3 . 
Th.e· che.m:ic.at eq_ua:tion "for ma:gnetit~ oxid:at ion. ts·: 
.I . 
. 4. Fe304 + o2 = 6' ·F·e2·03": 









• cm min 
t> ()" ' 
.., 
.. 
where Cre3o4 (t=O) = original concentration of magnetite in a pellet, g Fe304/cm3. 
Dividing both sides of Eq. (42) by the molecular weight of Fe3o4 gives: 
t 
g Fe304 (231.55) 
= CFe304(t=O) - (0.667) 
cm3 (159.70) k(t,T) dt 
0 









k(t, T) dt + CF O (t=O} , 






CFe2o3 (t=.O) ~ ·original concentratio.n of hematite iri .a pelte·t:_,. g Fe2o3 /cm3; 
•: - heat capacity at: con~tt.ant pre.ss .. ur,e. o:f J:Q.p:gn¢:ttt-e, 
c_a_l/g mole °K; apd 
·=· h·eat capacit_y· at_ co11$t·a:nt: .pte:s-sur,e o·f .l:leJh:atl.te·_, 
:ca_l./ g mo le °K •. ;-.,. 
C_pF~20·:~3 = 3:l_.7J -+ ·J •. 76: x lo.-3 T· 
CpFe3o4 = 48.0 ,. 
(45). 
·(4"6) 
·'rhe:s .. e were substituted in ~q. (44) to give: · 







159.70 •••• • • •••-•·n--•••-•"'• ___ •• •· .• , • •. -O• .:'.,-•'.,l··•,•o•o•••,••-•••,•••· ••• 
(/ 31. 71 +.···. · ... · .. ·l·· ._.7·.···6·•.·. x 10-
3 T)·r · ·., + . · CFe2o3 __ (t=O) + ~ .1.5 9. 70_p .,· (47) 
. t 
:o·. ·, . 
. ,. ·' 
·4·4 





---------p 231.55 159. 70 
+ 31 • 11 + 1 . 7 6 x 1 o-:3 T) 
159.70p CFe203(t=O)+ 
.. 
C. Evaluation of a qc/az . 
t 
k(t, T) dt 
t k(t,T) dt) aT 
a t 
(48) 
The amount of heat transferred from the pellet lump to the gas 
lump, qc, was evaluated from Eqs. (1), (3), (4), and (5). The 
viscosity of air, µ.,.·varies with temperature and is included in 
Eqs. (4) and (5). :Th:is viscosity was evaluated from a formula 
recommended in Nat.iona,1 ]lure«lu of Standards Circula:r: 11564 (29): 
n.. .;... . 
'I -· 
T.A :-f 11:0. 4 
of gm/cm· .m:frt,. becomes: 
-
-
• .. ·.,4·. 3/2: (8. 65 x 10- .)· TA ,; 
.. (TA + llQ .. 4) 
.Sub:st.ituti.ng Eq_.: .• (50) int.9. E.q .•. (5) gives: 
w~ere: :Tf. == ~tithme·tic ~verage of TA and t 8 .. , in. 0 1.{ .• , Putt:ii\~:. ,Eq.s. •. ·(5:l) 
~na· (4} f:nto :Eq... (3) :and: :trans.pas ing give.·s : 
h . ' .. -
... '9.Qc . -
A, G0 (Tf + 110.4) ip C .. · G 
.. ,1:..: • .il ( 8 • 6 5 ) ( 1 o-4) T f 3 / 2 . . p.A · .· o-.. -... ·-· ..... _ .. ______ ,,__ --·--···--·:·..,,..,-.--.. ~~-·~----'.";"'··.--·-c:--~---- · ---.. --\f/ 
. 
. (5 2'):, 









It was assumed that the Prandtl ntDDber, , did not 
.. 
vary with temperature. A value of 0.827 was used for this dimension-
. 
less number. Also, since pellets are approximately spheres, it was 
.) 
assumed that ~ = 1. With the use of these assumptions, Eq. (52) 
reduces to: 
A. 
CpA Go G0 (Tf + 110.4) -0.41 
(0.61) 
0. 82 7 a (8.65) (10-4) Tf3/2 
0.59 0.041 A 
= :(O •. Q40:]:) :G0 a CpA · 
Substituting Eq. (53) into Eq. (1) and 
A 





Tf + 110.4 -0. 4 l 
(53.). 
0.59 
- (0.0407) G0 a 
0.41 
C. A 
·.P. 3 /2 ~ A (T.-:TA) (54) If 
.t . 
Note that T, pellet t.e~peratu:re, iti th-is .eqµ_a.t.ion a·nd a-1:l f.ut.:t:her 
equations is equivalent· to Is. 
g:iv.es 
az 
:P.:.: Eva-luat-:i.011 o_f qx · 
·time __ :_.,· q· ·is sue_ h_ .• :t:h,a.t :: ··.X,J, 
. .. 
~ .. · 
( T + TA) . 2 + 110.4 
(Ti TA) 3/2 
-0.41 
' 






. -·, . . ,· .. 
• .-=,.,_ 




cm3 of pellet-min. produced at the given time and temperature, and 
Lill = heat required to produce one gram of Fe2o3 "from magnefite. 
was calculated using thermodynamic data taken from Kubaschewaski and 
. 
Evans (30). The data used are shown below: 
0 
Compound 6H298 oK , 
aFe304 
o2 ;o-
cp, cal/gm mole-°K 
48.00 
7.16 + 1.00 x 10-3T-· 
0.40 X 1Q5r-2 
23.49 + 18.6 x 10-JT 
-3.55 X 105r-2 
39.0 
Range {°K) 
298 - 900 
900 - 1800 
298 - 3000 
298 - 950 
950 - :1050 
.. . .· -~3 31 .• 70 + l .. 76 -~ LO:·· l' 105.0 1 -. 175{) 
lit = - 11 o . 2 - o • Oitos ar· +· o .·.oo.s. :x 10.-::J.1·2 -
aeti:c.e., 
0 .-000416 X 105 
T 
qx ;a;. 1<(1:;,T) I -110.f - O.Ot0:58T + 0.00500 x 10-3T2 
-0.0004:6 X 105 ] 
, 
The amoun:t o·.f :_h·e:~t 1::rans.ferr~d by ··r.adfatio;rt f-rpm ;p·e:1:·tet· t:o· . 
. t:ol lows -(9)- ·: ·-·-
. -· .-'-••"••--,N .-.- ,.,. ·--••••-•••o••••--.-•q•~ ---·••• 0 --••••, • -•·•-•••• -·--••••• • 
••"• •".: •o·.• •. I 1:-. • :~ ·. a•' • 
(57) 
~{5·8) 






E = emissivity of pellets, dimensionless 
= 0 • 8 (see Ref . ( 31) ) ; 
DP= average particle diameter, 'cm; and 
cr = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 
F. Evaluation of k(t,T) 
The instantaneous rate of oxidation of magnetite to form 
hematite in concentrate ore balls, k(t,T), was evaluated from the 
_ _d' 
% Ox versus time curves determined experimentally. As discussed in 
the ,oection on Experimental Data, these data were fit to the form: 
TI 
%Ox= ABC + .D (7) 
Sy differentiatin.g this expression, o_ne obtains: 
d(TI) 
dt 





··wt.i~r~ wt % Fe-3.04 (t=O)- =-: w·e.igl.i:t: :per-cen:t 111~g·rt.e-~t.te ·of the pellets l:>."efo_:re 
{$:ring. By diff.eren"tiating both s,"i:d~~, p_·f :Eq_. :(.61), it is seen., t;hat 
.s:ince 
' 
a ( g Fez03 ) 
cm
3 pellet = 0.010345 p (wt% Fe O (t.s=.O)) 
d t 
k ( t, T). i.s :~qu~ 1 to tl1:e: left-hand side of Eq. (62): 
k(.t,t) =; 0,010345 p (wt% Fe3o4 (t=O)) a %Ox - ---- - ... 
a t 
(62) 
···----··· ~·- ··-- · .. ·-·------------ - ---···-~·-··--·-·--·--- -~ ---- .. - . -
:(63) 
·:ca· order. to ·s·olv.e _f.-o.r ·.k{t,_-T) u_s_ing: :Eq. (63), it was t1~¢e.ssary to 'ca·lcu·-
la·te· -the: v·a:-lue.s of A., B, c, .c1nd- D. :fot any· te~per.atu;r;e between 300°C: ~n·9. 




Method of Solution of the Differential Equations. 
G. Evaluation of G0 and S~F 
The mass flow rate per unit cross-sectional area, G, and volume 
0 
flow rate per unit cross-?ectional area, SCF, vary with time during 
the heat hardening process. The way in which these variations were 
taken into account are also discussed in the section on Method of 
Solution of the Differential Equations. 
Final Form of the Differential Equations 
In developing the final form of the differential equations, 
Eqs. (36), (48), (55), and (59) were substituted into Eqs. (28) and 
(29); this gave the following two expressions: 
-0.41 
(T-TA) (0 .. 2-~_-14 
·2·· a ·T··. 
- .· -- 3 .. · . . - - . , - . 5 -- ·: -· . -A. 




T + TA 
t 





·.()".. 5.9 1.·ti{J; 
+ ( 0 . 040.7). G_o·: . . . -At'~: 
3/2 (T-TA) (0.2314 +· :·p··.03469 x 10-3 TA-0.0029 
., ------1---1---------·-·-· ---r-----t---~~-::-------~- ---- -· ------·-----------------.--·-·--·-
2 
105 -2 . . , 3 T-•_:_+_._.2' 







___..__ ___ _ 
I •• _; 
. ' 
'\.. . . 
5 
_ 0.004;6 x 10 ) k(t,T) + P (1- e:) At • 
0.667 t 31.71 + 1.76 X 10-3T 
---- k(t,T) 
159. 70 159.60p 
t 
(65) 
+ k(t,T) dt = 0 
0 
The final form of the differential equations is obtained by si.JnplJfy-
ing Eqs. (64) and (65); these are as follows: 
0.59 1.41 
-~(O.o·4.cf7) G0 Ata 
·At 
+ (O. 0407) GQO •59 al. 41 
5 · __ --· -·2 
--~0 •. -002 __ 9 x- :10· - ·r}t J. 




.. -. . . .. a TA (T!"9TA- ,, + SCF "A. - o 
- _ _.,, ---- -- "" -a z -
.(66) 
-0.41 
(T-T.A· : ) :(·_o .. ·Q3·,t4+:0·:. o:3469xfO:; __ ·· 
.... -.. . ' . .. -A. 
t: :(l~t ) (-1·10.2 - 0.0105~ T + 0.005 :x L.03 r2 :o. 00416 X 105) 
- . .. ·. T k(t,T) 
CFe3o4 (t=O) 
·+ (l,-E ) 48. 0 
231.55 
+ 
31. 71 + 1. 7 6 x 10-3T- - -
159-·. 70 
-~------~- -~ -----
--------~ ·. -------:----'-........... -------·--------·· 
v-.· . 




-------- --- --- -- ----· ---r --- -
k(t, T)" dt 
Q. 
5·-o ·, .: 












. -~·· . _ .... - . ... -, -·----- , .. ,. ..... ___ ,, -- :·--: ---
.- .-· ·;,,;:-
.. 
METHOD OF SOLtrrION ~F THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The final forms of the differential equations, Eqs. (66) and 
(67), describe the heat and mass transfer which take place in a thin 
slice of the bed while magnetite oxidation'occurs. These equations 
t 
must be solved in order to simulate the thermal profiles developed in 
the bed during oxidation. To solve the equations, the slice was 
divided into 10 cells as shown in Figure 11. The air lump equation, 
Eq. (66), was solved analytically for each cell. This solution, k 
together with the pellet lump equation (Eq. (67)) and the calculated 
va:lue for the air temperature at the upper boundc:lr,y =of :tl:.te ce'll were 
.. ~oJvea·: ·using an analogue simulator :pro$rain on a d.igit~.1- ,computer. 
The :results of tl):e program were p}.o·t~ of the a·fr a);d s.Qlid:;s: t:emper·a.-
. . f tut·e v.e.r sus. t.ime .at d if f eren t 1e·ve:ls in the bed. 
In 
. . . . . . 
,order to: makt~ analytfc·al solution possible, t:he .. te.tiu 
-0.41 
wa·s' ·B$ st1llle_cf c·ons t ant with res pee t to, z •. T·aple· ·v11·1 :lists ,the: r·:esti'lt=s 
F.ront the ·table·· 
....... ·. . ' 
. •.·'· ··-· - ·-. -- --·- ._ ....... ~:~··--~~ 
·t,h,J:s as.-st1II1p't.io:n-. is f·e.as·onab le.. · l.rr o·r·<let· .t:o :s lmpl-if:y· ·t.he .equat io.n.:,, ~ 
. ~ 
' . 
it ·-wa:s. .a1s·o a.s s,wned ,that : 
51 
,·. 




· -o. 41 
-0.41 (T; TA)+ 110.4 ( Tn + 110.4 





T +2 TA)+ 110.4 
. 6z/2 
evaluated .in the cen:t.et '.o.-·:f' the c.e.~1 being considered; and: Tn = pelle:t 
temperature :fQr· t.h.e. ce.lt betng ·considered. This assump:.tlqn: a,lso seems ·>J 
:r·e:asonab·le ~ts, long a~ the. a:fr .and ·pe_ll.et :t.emperatu.res: 'd·o no:t vary by 
.more than 300°C:. By ,ma·kfri·g. the:~e: ass-timpti-ons,. -substitu:t·i-ng 












o: .... 41 G .. ,• .. b 
Tn + 110.4 
Tn3/2 
Tn + 110.4 
3/2 
Tn 
:Equation (71)' wa·s ,f.n.t:egtiated as follows: 
. 
-0 .. 4.l 









K .. · -~· .......  
·: .. d.·Z 
='· · -K· .,. ~: ,.z. · 





••- N~ .... • • • ••• •' •' 
-. • 
-~ 
. . ·•. ·-··· 
-----------------.. -. ..... . . . . .- ... 
,J.. 
., ·i.: 
= -Kz + C (74) 
With the use of the following boundary conditions (see Figure 11): 
Eq. (74) becomes: 
tn 
I 
(Tn - TAn) 
(Tn - TAo) 
= -K. 
The solution of Eq. {75) for TA gives .. ·: 
n 
TA·· - T - _(T - - TA'. -__ )· :e 





Eq .. (7:6) was used iri' the ·analogue simu.lator for all crf :tfie c:ells:. 
{75:) 
(7-6) 
TA for the first element was the temperature of t:.he ai·r :entering 0 
the bed for the time being simulc.ited. For the other el~tn.ents TA was. 
··o 
'- calcula,ted. u~:.ing ·;Eq. (74) and the boundary con.di.t:.ior1s·:::-
w_ hich T.A _ ·_.is ·r .. eq· u·ired·· 
... -. -. . . ' 
.. o 
t'n-1. = pellet telllperilture for the Cell inttnediatEfly ahoye tha:t: 
--------- •. '. . ---...:...:.....:- •. : -- ··-·-···: ____ : •• ...:...·:..-=- --- - ;_:_:_ _______ ,_:_ _ __;__·,,:._:..:..... ___ . _____ _: _...:._. ____ ~:..·~-·--_::_--__· _ _:__ 
--·-------- ------' - .- . . . . .. - . 
.. -,--- ,-_-__ ;-:---e,-:-ee•-·--~-.,.~-:{c;;i'-· Whicih-TAa is r-~qu:ir-ed; and 
·TA---_ · · - ~:i.t te.mp·e;a.tu;re .a·t· the: :cent~r.: o.f t·he cell :(IDllleqf~tt:ely 
.--.. . n-.1 
above t.hc:tt £or whic·h .+A .. J~·s req·u'i.red .. : 
:o 
-K 6_Z 
··TA.a· ·~ T_n··---~ l. ,~ (Tn_:· -·1 - ·:+A:· -- --1=) e 2 





The pellet lump equation was solved for 
-
in order to allow at 
it to be used in the analogue simulator program, It was further 
.assumed that 
3 -2 (0.23lq + 0.03469 x 10- TA - 0.0029 x 105TA ) = 
(0.2314 + 0.03469 x 10-3T) 
(78)., 
It can be shown that this is a reasonable assumption if the pellet and· 
air temperatures do not differ by more than 300°C. Making this 
assumption and solving 
1 a 
- -At a 
aT 








+ 0.0407 G0 a 
, one gets: 
· · · . - ~·-3 2.-0. 00 16xl0 
{ 
. 4 5 
+ { 1- E ) k-:(t_, T) (-1.10.2--Q.01058T +· 0 _ •. _00$ x :10 · ·.T · T 
f-(1-e:) 48.0 'CF e-3 0_4 :(t:;:;0_). 
2 31 _. -.>-5 
(31.71 + 1.76 X 10-3T) + -------------
159. 70 
-
·o. 66 7 
159. 70 
t 
. k'{t _/T) dt 
. ' . ' 
t 
:k·(:t' -T) dt 
.... ,. (79} 
The,. d·i:goitat an·alogue simµla_t:o:r:· program .. us:e.d to solve Eqs. {7.6), 
(77),.- and.. :(79) i\Jas .L_EAijS (32)·. A cop.y .of the. ,progr;am. and: -a u~._e:r'' s, 
-~. 
=ma-nual .are av.a.ilab_l~, on request, from Dr. ·W: •. ·E .. s·cnies:~·er·:, Depa_.ttment 
~-----. -~----




;tl)~rt s:uorout.-ines wt·i.t:ten in· FORTRAN IV can b:e ·us·ed with the pr.o_gram.. . 
• • ..._,.,-.,.-_,-,...,. ..... , .. ~?·-- --•n.•-•••--,. , -• ~, """ ~-·:• -......... - .-
'\, 





package was· used to plot the results. The plotter allowed the results 
of the simulation to be ·plotted so that virtually continuous plots 
were obtained. Information on the Calcomp plotter and subroutine 
package is available from the Lehigh University Computer Center. An 
analogue block diagram showing the way in which the simulator was used 
to simulate the thermal profiles is included as Appendix C of this 
thesis. A listing of the program and subroutines used, along with the 
names of the input variables which must be supplied to the program, 
Oci:re included in Append ix D. The pr.o.gr~m. was run on a CDC 6400 computer·:· 
An approximately 100 K memory co.re :was required to :r:un· the progr-a:m 
w.{th- the plott in~_ capability.- ·:E:ach computer ru11 cost· fr.om $10 to $ iS-:. 
The subroutines. are- sel_f.;.;.e;>e_pla~atory ex~eJ>·t, for those which 
Ga.lculat.ed k (t,T)., TA_in_,: a_nd G0 • The .subto.ut·ine used to calculate 
.:k: (t.,T-) recej:,re.d tl1e t:emp·e:ratute and amo_unt ·of mag~~t-l.te oxtdi,zed· ~t a 
g:ive-n. $.-iui_t.tla.tton. t :trn~. .. Using: this temp~·rat:ur~,: i .. t w:a.s p_oss.ible .to 
search t:h_e t:a.:b·les :listing A., ;B} '.C,. art~ :O ti.ntil t'he t:wo tempe_r:ature~ 
..... 
f:ot _ the. temp.era.ttire .te·c~.-ivecl by th·:e s·ubr·o·utine, wa:s fbQpd by: :1._ine~j:· 
inter,:pola·:tiqn ,ti~ ing the:se known val.ue·s .. From the calc~lat~d: valu~~ . . . ' . -
- . - .. - - . __ , ... - - -·-·-· __ ;.:.:_ .J 'h -- -··· ---·-·· -·-··-· •• • ----·. - ••• , .. - :,-........ -· _,,_ -·-·--··· ·-~-·- ·-~- -~-'-······· •••••• -·-·· ~---:----- _, ___ - -· ·----- - ~- ~ ,, __ ,.... •• _. __ 
of: -the-s·e ·CJ>e,ff i_cients and the amo.unt ·o'f. :iµagne.tite oxi.d.iz:ed up: -to th·e 
prese·nt s.iniula.tot t·:ime, -th'e time ·:at· whJch. :t;:he p_e,lle·ts: would have. -been' 










TAin is varied during the he'at hardening process. This is 
done, as discussed in the Introduction, to permit the most economic, 
yet successtul, heat hardening process. The data used to test this 
model gave the time during each run at which the temperature changed. 
From this information a table of the temperature entering the bed for 
each second during the test was constructed. The table was included 
in the subroutine which calculated the current value of TA •• The 1n 
simulator time for which the value of TAin was required was received 
by the subroutine from the main program and the corresponding value 
of TAin found by searcl)ing the table. 
The· ai:;r :flow- ra·te through the pellet bed. is measured only once 
·a .-111.inut:e during a· .pot test. For the purposes, of this model_,. it ·wa.:s 
a:asumed that th.e· flow .ra.t~ ~.a.s the same as each se:c.ond o.f· the miriµt,e. 
as the measµred flow rate._. Wi:th this assump·tion_, a ·t-~b.le .g.iv"i;ng- .t.b·e 
flow .rate- through the beef fo:r ··each se·cond durin.g_ .t.esting was :cart~ 
s·t:r.uctE?d ._. G0 for a given simula·tor time wa-s- :obtained fr:om this t-aJ:fle 











The mathematical model was checked by simulating the temperature-
time profiles developed during magnetite oxidation for pot tests made 
industrially and comparing the measured and simulated profiles. The 
simulations were performed by using the same flow rate and temperature 
of air entering the bed versus time profiles as for the pot tests. 
Three pot tests were simulated for Ore 1, and three for Ore 2. In all 
cases the simulation was started when the pot test seemed to indicate 
that the ore ball drying was complete and ended when cooling connnenced. 
Data on ball size, hood profile, and initial temperature for each cell 
we,r·~ de'.·termined from pot test records. 
The results of the simulation .frt ..the :t<lP) 111J_dc;lleJ and: b.ot.t-c>.m of 
:·t·h,e bed were c:ompared with pot :me:astJreme:nt:s o·f t·he thermal pro.tile· at 
'1 
approximately the same. lo.cat-.i-on.: Fi_gures 1.2. through 29 compare the 
simulated and measured res·:.ults. The, .ex·a.c:t' location of the simulate.cl: .. ·. . . . ·-... . .. ,. '• .- ' 
. 
\; 
is inc_l49ed a.n. Appendix -E. 
~-• -------• .:--------·----·-... • .... • _ .... ~ ·..::~ .. _·_,__w ·~ ............. - O -. _·.: • • : •• O -· 
0 
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Several assumptions were made in the development of the mathe-
matical model with which the thermal profiles were simulated. The 
more important of these assumptions were: 
" 
{l) There is no temperature gradient within the pellets. 
(2) The Prandtl number for air to the two-thirds power 
does not vary with temperature. 
_(-3) The amount of heat transferred from pellet to 
pellet by conduction is negligible. 
A 
(4) The term AA PA (T,P) a LiliA in Eq. (17) is 
a t 
.. Jie·gligible ~he.n c.ompared with the othe·r terpis in 
the equation. 
The term (T + TA) ·): · _ 
---· + 110.4 2 
(T ; TA)) 3/2 
-0.41 
i_:~ ·constant with respe-ct to z and is ~-QUc:i.X t:o· 
T + 110.4 
T 3/2 
-0·.41 
('6) Th~- .liz-. tised was small enough ~-q' ,:tba;t ·an ac·ct1rate 
C'lJ The amount pf oxy,gen taken from the ai:t :flowing 
p_a st the pe t le ts ·by· . ox id a t ion • i $. -nggl~i.,gib_l:e~_w.h¢~·--~-·----'~"··"'·-''""··"-···"··.,, ... , ........ -... ~--'·-·'"·-" ..... :,··'··-,.=·~---'·'·-.... ·-·--.. ··---............ . 
-- . - ., ~"··--··~---~··----···"' ' ·-·-
. . 













I The'amount of oxygen taken from the air flowing past 
~ 
the pellets by oxidation does not cause enough change 
in the partial p~essure of oxygen to significantly 
affect oxidation kinetics. 
Of these assumptions, numbers ( 4), (5), (6.),. (7), and (8) can be 
' 
checked only by using the results of the simulation. The terms in 
Eq. (17) can be evaluated using data from any of the test runs. 
Looking at the results of Test 1-1, T-TA seems to be about 20°C as :a 
• 
• • minimum, : ~ = 10°C/c:in as a minimum, and : ~ = 2000°C/min as a maxlIDUDi. 
For these and the Q.~ta presented for T~st 1-1 :.i.n ·Appendix. ·E_., it .f::s: 
found that: 




_SGf · p. A ·. ;:: 2 4 • 1 ca 1./tni-n ·-cm 
·a z 
··"'· 
H: {CpA TA.) ·' 
at 
,.A.s di.~.c'ussed fn th·e. Se,ct·:i:o.-n. on. }feth·od: 9._f· Sol-.(1:t.t.011. and: illustrated:: 
in. ··ra:b)1e. '\7I·I·I, the assumption that th..e tettil 
-0.41 
T ; TA-) + 110.4. 
--·- . . . . . .. -......... - ...... ,_,_,, __ 
T + TA) . 
···········-····-··-··· -- .................. 2-········- -·····-···-· -··-···-····--···· ···-·····-·-·-----····-................. ···········- -- ·· · ---- -·········· ·········-· .. -.;,;;··o· -..... 4 .. 1 
• 
T + 110.4 
T3/2 
\: 
i·s r-e·a·sot1a:b.le -~-.·~ .• 




. ·····--··'· · __ -.. --· ··.,_. ·-·-·-·············- ····~-·-···-· 
• 
None of the eighteen thermal profiles simulated show this great a dif-
ference between air and pellet temperature. The usual difference 
exhibited by the profiles is between 50° and 100°C. This assumption 
is, therefore, also valid. 
The assumption that enough cells had been used was checked by 
comparing the simulated temperatures obtained for identical positions 
in the bed when the normal z and half the normal z value were used . 
The results of both simulations near the middle of the simulation time 
agreed to within 40°F. It was decided that this small amount of vari-
ation showed that enough nodes had been used to obtain a good estimate 
'bf the thermal profile and that the addition of more nodes was uneco-
.. 
nomical. 
The resu.lt:s ·.g{ven :by tihe·, com·puter pr-o:g.ra~ includ~d the amount of 
µiagnetite wh1.ch. h·a·.d ,.been ·oxidized t,o· betnati.te .from the beginning of the 
simulation t.o the .c:urret1t $i:mt1lctto·r .t·iine,. :TheS'e values: were used to : ' . . . . . . . . 
amoun·t. o;t .ox,ygen. ta·kert ·from the a·ir flowir1g: past .t;he :pellets by oxi-
th.e. results ·of ·the ·c,alc;ulatfon:s ~ :The results .indicate th,at th·e a$s't1ID:P·-
·t ,io.11 th.cl:'~ ~:h,e .a1µount of· oxy.ge·n ·ta.ken;,··' :fr.o,m th~· aJ:.r fJowJ .. :n.g· ·p:as tt. ·the 
.;. 
pel:l'ets liy .,ox·1.clat:ion: is· .negligib~~. wh~.-iJ t\omp,a;r:.e(l.: ·to :th.e .t:ota·l :£tow. r.ate 
is ·.reas:.ona:ble:. At most: :t-he: ·flqw rate 1.~.a.vin.g the. ·bot:tom o:f ehe: bed is 
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that at the top of the bed. It was impossible to evaluate the extent 
to which this difference affects oxidation kinetics. in ore concentrate 
balls since neither experimental data using different partial pressures 
of OY-ygen or a mechanism describing the oxidation kinetics for ore 
balls of the two concentrates used.were available. From the partial 
pressures of oxygen listed in Table IX, it is apparent that the assump-
• tion that the amount of oxygen taken from the air flowing past the 
pellets does not cause enough change in the partial pressure of oxygen 
to significantly affect oxidation kinetics is the weakest assumption 
made in developing the mathematical model. 
The results of the simulations done fo·t· ·p-c:rt .. te~t.s 1·-.l,. 1-2, :1-3·;: 
·-.2 .. ·- l 
.. . )' 
ance. 
results sho·w. tJj_e. :following_ ~bar·a·ct:e:rfs·t_.ics:: 
:(l) 
c.lose 60. the top :o·f ·tJ1e bed: • 
-
,; 
. . ~(.2_): N.ear tb.e· en.d of the· s·imulation·· th·e calculated:,. __ resu1.:t.a ____ ,. _________ -~ __ ,,,-~r-.. --··--~----------------· ------· __ • ...... ·-·--·--·---'--'-·-·----···· .......... :.:., •. c ••.••. :.: ..... ---~ ........... : ..... :._ .:.:..::: .. :....: ____________ ...... --·· ,------T-~---- .. --·----.. ·-·-··--···-·--·-----~ --·~·-··:::-:--~·_;-;-----:-'- _.._._.-···-~---- .. --- .. ------=i-"--~--5"• ·--· .,·-------- . . . ;_.-_-- . '.:. .. 
----
,for :t·he midd.le artd bot.tom- of the- bed are usua-lly low.e·r 
: ., " . 
than the meas:ured. -va.-1.u·es .• 
{~) 
.- ~· • ... , ·--· • ..... ~ .. •. _~ .. '••• .. _ ..• --•-:,-•.-,-·_,,..,........,.-.;,_ ,"-...:.. .... --.--~--, .... --
The· c·alc·ulated re.su.lts obt.a:{ned -i.n the· micld.le. -a~d ·b.ott·om·· ., . .. . ' . , '. . . . . . .. - . . . . . - ' . -
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The first two observations can be explained since data on the 
oxidation kinetics of balled magnetite ore concentrates could not be 
\ taken above 1000°C. The printed results of the computer prog-r-am 
showed that the top few cells in the bed usually had completed oxida-
tion when their temperatures rose above 1000°C. This was not true for , 
nodes lower in the bed. The program assumed that the oxidation kinet-
ics were the same as at 1000°C when this temperature was exceeded. A ·"1 
faster rate of oxidation would liberate heat quicker and would cause 
the thermal profiles to be closer to those measured. It is thought 
·th~t oxidation is probaply ~ter above 1000°C and. t:hat :it was for this 
·r·eason that the ca-lcula-ted results .were lower ~h-an tho:-s:e :measured near 
·the: end of the simul.atlo.n~ 
Th.e.re are two· pos··~ .. i.l:>le e-x.plana'.t,iops: ·for :the: .tli.i:td obs.e~)taJ::.i:on ..• 
'the, f:1.rst explanation ·is that. t··he t,r,e·. b_alls, m~.y- not·· have, be¢_n· c,o·m.pletel.y ,-
, 
. 
d:~ffe·r.e11c:e b:etwee.rt ·the ·s-imA-l~t.ed .-and mea.s:ured re.stiJ:t.s i.il :two ··wa)r.s :.. .'rbe: 
f :i.r·st .Qf -these ·is that' S .. oine fiea.t .. which would O:ther:w.Js¢' . .'be us,_ed to t·~lse. 
the temper.a tµre cJf the: _bq_ll.s wo.uld. :'fJe, required f.pr ·dryin.g. ·The' sec:ond . . ' . . . .,, ... - .. ·-
---- - -- ··- --- --- _. -------·----------.-···. ------·· ..- -
- ' '·· - - .. -
' 
- . ----- --·· .. ··- :. ____ _ 
t·ra::r1S:port.ed thr·ollgh the: h·ernatite. shell~. B·oth .. of the·se e.ffec:t-s would ' '.•.,. •.. -- ' . . .. . ·-
. . . . 
l:"', 




:r:e·.sult.s· fo·r: 1':es.t 2·-3 can be: e:x;plciine:,d ln, th-i..$ n1a.·nner·. :It was .-noted on 







The second possible explanation is that the measured thermal 
profiles may have been influenced by partial pressures of oxygen lower 
than 0.21 atm. being present during oxidation. This could have oc-
curred because of oxygen consumed by oxidation above the depth for 
t 
which the profile was measured. The mathematical model assumed that 
all oxidation occurred in air with a partial pressure of oxygen of 
0.21 atm. A lower partial pressure should cause a slower reaction 
rate. For this reason, if lower partial pressures of oxygen were 
present in the bed during oxidation, the simulated profiles would be• 
higher than those measured. 
Pie agreement bet·w.ee.n .the mathematical model and measured ..results 
.is: actually quite goo.d considering that published correlations were 
:used to formulate the. f:inal differenti~l equations and no adjustment 
of a·n·y· kind. was .ma.·:de, t--o.· the qp.tci ·u:se:.d fo·.r t·he computer ·r·u.1:1s-. It is 
(. 
-s.ys:t:e.matic eva.lua·t ion .of the· ,e.ffects crf ¢h--a11ges in \rct"r·i.able.s a.f'fe.c:t in,g . 
. ,--: 
l I . - ---.. -·· .. ·--·:· -.. -. -. . . . . .. . . .. .. ~·--------.--·. -----·-··.·---··--------·---·-·-·-----·····---·-··--·----·-···CC ... ------·----·· ----·-··--'-·--·- . --.·· ............ - . ·-··· ·- .. ···- - . 
j • •• • ,«• •• 
• . . . • • ,,, •• , .. ·_:,,o;,••-•••·• .• ··-··. •••• ··-_.• --·--·"··«••••--· -•• .• · ... -.' .. .".····- ..... ·.·,.-,• .. ·'.' __ • •._·.·-.· ._· ..... ' ... ••••.--. ,·.·.·· ..... · ... : •-·.,.,;, .. ;.-. • or::·-... ::_.-·,...:-.~-.. •••.•-,• .. '"••••••:-.;'. .. _,.:...:..:.:-:•••u- •• 






The following statements can be concluded from the results of 
this study: 
(1) Measurements of weight gain during oxidation can be 
used to find the kinetics of magnetite oxidation 
for ore concentrate balls. 
(2) The parabolic rate law as applied to a sphere does 
not necessarily apply to oxidation of magnetite ore 
concentrate balls • 
. (3) Using the model developed in thi.s study, a systematic 
evaluation of the effects of changes affecting the 
kinetics of oxidation of magnetite :.i~. ·balled ore 
concentrktes on the traveling gra~e- pelletizing 
:pro.·cess· should be possible. 
(4). In o.r:d.~r to·: o,bta:in a .more exact agreetije;nt betwe·:e"ti: 
tbe ,ma'tl:ieJna··t .. ic·a.:l. model and measur_ed r·esults, data 
on t_be oxid.a·t ion .o·f ba·lled- magr1e ti t_e ore conc.entrate-s 
'\ 
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C···· P -·· ... 
. Fe,203 
NOMENCLATURE 
' ~· solid particle surface area per unit bed volume 
= coefficient used in the expression which fit 










cross-sectional area of air lump 
cro$-sectional area of pellet lump 
cross-sectional area of bed 
coefficient used in the expression which fit 
the kinetic d·ata 
coefficient used in the ·e_:xpre:s:~·:t9Ii. which fit 
the kinetic data 
o.r.ig inal concentration o·f ·,h~nia,t:.ite .in a: :P~·J,let, 
::;:. ··orJ.ginal con·c:entra,t·t·a.n. :of- mctgn.etJt.·e· irt -a. _p.elie·t} 
g Fe:304/cro.3 
= ·s·p·e:c if $c hea.t· a·t cons tan·t p,re-,ssure ·p1ft un:i:t 









·= specific he·at at constant .pressl1r:~ _of 
h-etn~_t·it:~, cal.lg °K 
66 
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= heat capacity at constant pressure of 
magnetite, cal/g mole °K 
= specific heat at constant pressure of 
magnetite, cal/g °K 
= heat capacity at constant pressure of 
nitrogen, cal/gm mole °K 
= heat capacity at constant pr..~a.s.ure of: 
oxygen, cal/gm mole °K 
-
-
specific heat at constan·t pressure o:f 
the pellets, cal/g ·0 1~; 
coeffi~ient used irf the expression= .wh.ich 
fit the kin.e··t:i.¢ data 
- averag~ p:art.icle diamete~ 
-
·- su.bscr.il)t de1J9t_i_~.g ~h.~.t: t:he.··s.-~. p.roperties are 
pa .. ¢kin·g· s·urface t.emper.attfres 
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till· -= -heat required to product~ .. c;-n·e gra.n1 of F:e203. 
.. 
from .. i;nag_ne.t i te 
,67· 
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= enthalpy of air, cal/gm 
- enthalpy of the pellets, cal/cm3 pellet 
lump 
= local heat transfer coefficient for a cross-
sectional area in a packed bed 
= Colburn analogy 
= thermal conductivity of fluid· 
= constant for oxidation of a ball of magnetite 
concentrate at a given temperature as used in 
the parabolic rate law 
= rate of reaction in grams of Fe-2o3 prpd-uc-ed 
per. ·unit time and area of the pellet lump 
:(o • 04 0 7) a 1 · 41 
G 0.41 
0 




instantaneous rate .of reaction., g Fe2Q3/ciri3 Iriin ·~. 
ox%/·10.o· 
- 100 times the rat;i_p Pf weight gained duting 
·-
-
pa·cki.ng Qy: convection.. 
= · heat transferred by conduction from part±cle 
: ' 



















T-- 1· : ..... Jl- .. • 
z 
heat generated by oxidation of magnetite, 
cal/min cm3 of pellet lump 
= radius of ore ball 








standard cm3/min of air flowing through the bed 
time 
time from the start of oxidation 
pellet temperature in °K 
air temp~rature in ~K 
air temperature· at 't.he center of the ce:ll 
innnediately 'a.hove: 'that for whic-h TA·. ·is require.d .. 
0 
temperature at the .bo.undary ,be.tween· the cell 
ti-nqer' consideration and the ce 11: :inimeplc:t:t~.l:Y 
, .. above: it 
.. 
- :va.r·t~able whlch h:as· a ·llne--ar relationship with. 
·-
$.:a~p_le tium.b:~-r· i=ltic;l is a .function of time--used 
in the· ·e.q-u·at.ion: wh·fc.:h fi-t the kinetic dat:a 
sur·:face .temperature· :pf. particl~ 




·=' a,xi"al distance 
,1 • • - • -. • • . - • - • 
-·· 






J? A_(T, P) 







viscosity of fluid 
viscosity, poise 
density of pellet 
= density of air for 1 standar9 cubic centimeter 
= density of the air at the temperature and 
pressure concerned 
Cf. = Stefan-Boltzmann con.sta'rit 
J• 
.. _ .. 
., 
.. 
. - : .. ------ ..:;:_ ... - : . . - - ' 
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COMPUTER I?R-:OG:R:.AM: USED TO C.U-:R-1rE_ :p1:1~t 
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The ki~Ptic data obtained experimentally were 
fit empirically in order to allow its use in the 
mathematical model. The expression, 
CTI 
% Ox - AB + D ( 7) 
where A, B, C, and D - coefficients for a given data· set 
TI - variable which is a linear function 
of the sample number and a function 
of the time ~t which the sample 
was taken, 
was found to fit the data adequat~ly. 
The coefficients A, B,_ C.:, .and; D for each 
i.so.thern:tal :set of data. ·points were ob·.t-.ai·ned using a 
'C_o:m·pute·.t program. A. ::.Lis ting of this _program is part of· 
t.·.h 'i·s. -.a.p·p·en di x. In th·e listing th~ ,in-put variables ar,e·:: 
,. 
Q - numb:e.r of· .da.t·:a ·points/3: (mu$·t ·be- ah in:t!;ge_.r) 
J -- .number of .a.a.ta J?oi:n·ts 
F .. x· - la-st D va.1-u-e ·to :b:e .us.e.:d· ·i:n· th.e pr'C>g--rarn 
se.t of ,:d·.a ta: 
.D - D v.a l.u:E: ( ·s .. ) - ·to b-e- t:'ried: 
-~ 
.. .,_ ··---~-~-~ - .... -- . - -·--·----· - ·-- - ·-·----
::of th·e data point. :nu,rTi·ber a·n.d .i--s a·ls:o 
.. 






























































DO 5 I•l,J 
READ 1, X <I> t Y CI> , T (I> 1 FORMAT(3FlO.S> Y(J)cY(I)*OeOl S CONTINUE 




DO 7 I:l,M S1CI)•AL0GlO<YCJ)•0) 7 SUM•SUM+Sl(I) 
00 B I:L,N S2<I)mAL0G10CY(l)•O) 8 SAM•SAM+S2(1) 00 9 ImK,J 




C•CCP2•P3)/(Pl•P2>>••Cle/Q) B•10.••<<<P1-P2>•<1.-c,,1c1.-c••Q>••2> A•lO,••CCle/Q)*Pl•((l,/Q)*(Pl•P2))/Cle~C••Q)) AVERAGcOoO 
00 17 Isl t J yM(l)aCO@T(I) 
YZ(I>=sooYMCI> 
YCALC<I)eA*YZ<I> • D ERROR(l)sY(l)•YCALCCI) 17 AVERAG0AVERAG+A8S(ERROR(I)) FP=J 
AVaAVERAG/FP '\ PRINT 88 88 FORMAY(10XtlHA,19X,1HB,1ex,1Mc,22x,1MD,13Xtl3~AVERAGE ERROR//) PRINT 89oAo8tCtOtAV 89 FORMATcSX0Flo.s,1ox,F10.9,lOX,Fl0,6,lOX,Fll.5,lOX,Fl0,4///) PR I NT l 00 
.... 1 O O FORMAT ( l O X o ~ H X ( I ) , 11 X t '•HY ( I ) t 11 X t 4 HT C I ) t 7 X t 8 MYCA LC C I ) t 8 X t 8 HERR OR l(J)//) 











68 CONTINUE I F C AND I C ) l O 3 , 1 0 3 • 1 0 2 
. 
_ _ _ .-- _ .--·- -~ --~"···· ..... ----- ~--~-~~,·-"·-~---=~ ~ · - -~ = 
- .. -·.- .... 
102 CONT IN U E 
...... _ .....-----··· ...... ------
. . - . . ... ---- ---·-- --
ENO 
., 









ANALOGUE/BLOCK Dl.:AGRAM USED. ·t:OR: 
~ 
·soLUTION OF THE o·_Ifr1ERENTIAL E.·QtJATI:b.NS 
-~;.;.._,,- "'· ·•·v.- , . .••·. -~ J, 
. 
,I'. 
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The following block diagram illustrates the method used to 
solve the differential equations describing the packed bed of a 
traveling grate pelletizing machine. The diagram illustrates the 
solution of Equations (66) and (67) . 
.. 
·'. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM USED 




·-· . - ' .. -··· .. -:ff:~----·:······-· ______ .., ___ "' ------. 





-~,...)). .. , .. __ \ 
The differential equations describing the temperature profiles 
developed in the packed bed of a traveling grate pelletizing machine 
during magnetite oxidation were solved using the computer program 
included in this appendix. The computer program is LEANS, the Lehigh 
Analog Simulator modified to a~low the use of subroutines and to 
allow plotting with a Calcomp plotter. Information on LEANS is 
available from the Department of Chemical Engineering, Lehigh Univer-
sity. Both LEANS and the subroutines are written in Fortran IV and 
were run on a CDC 6400 Digital Computer. 
The method used to solve the equations is explained in the 
~~fe·c':t .. fon on method o:f solution. It is outlined more precisely in the 
·b:l:ocrk diagram included in th·is tl1esis as Appendix C.· The- prog·ram 
.s.o.lves the differential eqtrat:fclns .using this blo·c:i<: cfi·ag.:ram .. Becaus:e:· 
.of the way in which LEANS: is .. wr.itt.e11, irt orde·r· t.'o :u$·e the pr-o·g_ra-nt t:h·e 





=· ·value· .. ~ -.cff' -A. a-s d:et.-~ .. riili:ned·. :by -fitt.in.g'.: the equa~ ... :fptr 
. 2t 
,.:e>x =· A Be + D to the. experiment;a_l dat.a obtain~.d· 
- ·-·~ -- --- -·--·---~------- --· - --- --------- ---,.~--'"~'"--:ar·-,i-1-f-f-er""eiif-· fsot; he-tma•l .··feinpe:i:-.aEur_e .. s~-~:· The va·1ues 
... 
obt_aine.d for the lowest. t:e_mp~ta>tut-e: mus.t .be entered 




.. , . 
·,. 







'.Dl Q':J) / 
= Pellet bed surface area per unit bed volume, 
cm2/cm3 (Subroutine SO 8). 
= Values of Bas determined by fitting the 
2t 
equation ox= ABc + D to the experimental 
' data obtained at different isothermal temperatures. 
The values obtained for the lowest temperature 
must be entered first (Subroutine SO 6). 
- Values of C as determined by fitting the 
2t · 
equation ox= ABC + D to the experimental data 
obtained at different isotherm.al temperatures. 
The: .. ,talu.es c>btained for the lowest temperature 
. ~ 
mtfSt be entered f i.rst., • • c . .• • . 
.}~~.C,t'<:>·r·· to conve.rJ: ·:CJx-·%. to 
'($.tibr·o.ut.ine.. SQ .6.) .•. 
g Fe203 
cm3 pellet 
-. .Temp.-er·atur·e· a.t a given ,f:f¢:P,o:1id: :dur1:-ng: tli:e: :t.-es:t ·rµIJ, .•., 
r:un .. µrµs.:t· b:e enter·ed :L11 th.is. ·n1 .. a.~r.ay·i,. D:.((L.)· is 
:12::C)l second~: :(:S:Uhrout ine· :SQ .5) . 
Dl (J) . == Values of; n a;s determined by fit:tj_ng the equation 




a:'t .d:if.fe.r·ent ~>~p.t:he.rtna·l .temper~tures. The values 
r 











for 400°C as D2 (2), ....... ' for 1000°C as 
D8 (8). (Subroutine SO 6). 
= Flow rate at a given second during the test 
run. The temperature for each second during 
the test run must be entered in this Dl array. 
Dl (J) is the flow rate of O seconds ••••••• 
D (1201) is the temperature at a time of 
1201 seconds (Subroutine SO 7). 
= Fraction solids in the pellet bed, d!mens:ion:-





. Number of Pot Test Temperatures to be ;plotted 




dimensionless {Subroutine SPL). 
where a = soli_d :p~:r_t;l¢·1e .sur:f·ace area per 
... 
. . ·• ·t· .. b ·a ·1·, . . . 2° I .. 3 :µ11:-1 .: ·e ·vo_· :ume·_., .c~ /Gm 
4£ 
= - D a 4-£ p . 
D·p = av:erage par tic-le d·iam.et.er, cm·. 
t1 = Stefan~Bo·ltzmann :cons ta.nt 
,e._~L--=---....--o•--=--c:c --=--=--
-.:-----.>=._----- -- ,. __ . 
----~ • -~--~- .- ::- "- -
















~- . - - . ·-·-- --- - -
XMAG 
--~·-· - . -·-' - -- -------- . ' . ' 
-- - --~- ---------- -- --
'\. 
c1 
• Temperature of a given node when the simulator 
time is zero. 
(Node 1 - Block 057, Node 2 - Block 093, 
Node 3 - Block 153, Node 4 - Block 190, 
Node 5 - Block 230, Node 6 - Block 271, 
Node 7 - Block 321, Node 8 - Block 366, 
Node 9 - Block 403, Node 10 - Block 115) 
= Value of time for which a pot test temperature 
value is to be plotted (Subroutine SPL). 
= 'The pot test time corresponding to zero 
simulator time {Subroutine Sll). 
= One: of the first group of pot te·st. tempefi;a:t:ur.es: 
to ·b·e plotted~ Th.e value must corr,_esJ,ond to. a 
·= One o.f _t_he seco.nd grc,iup o-f 'pot test tempera·tur.e.s· 
·tq- be plotted. :'I,1te.. v·~·-lu_e -in the THETA.: a:r.ra·y· 
(~ubroutine SPL). 
:ta, ·h.e ·p·lotte-d:. .•. Th·e v,a·lu~. mt;I:s·t ·correspond to a 
value. Jn the. THETA· ar.,ray: (Suhrouotme SPL). 
= W~tght fr-a,c,:t:i:on. o.:f :n_eriiat,it:e i:n t,h~ .. or_e pr·:io·r· t·q: 
== Weight fraction of' magnetite in th·.e ore _p_r_io_r ___ ~------------.,.. ~-- .. .· --~-. 
-· 
-----· ------~~ 
t:o: oxidation (Subro.utine SOO). 






t;i- /2 • One half of the distance between nodes, cm 
(Block 083). Note that this value is used only 
for radiation calculations. 
I 
The program listing follows: 
Pages 93 thr9ugh 132 are on file in the Office of the 
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science • 
. . 
.. .. __ : .. -·,·-·- •. --.. ". · ... ·.·-·· -·--~··· - _.,:~·~-·- ___ ..... , .. ~ .. -.-.... ~ ... 
·---~~--'- .... _______ . --------- '-· 
~~ < ,.• ~ • ·•~••'••~ • H '•, m • • • • •• • : ••. •' «~•'"o•--• •• •••• ,;.,, •·•·-~~ .. --·,_,., .. __ ,.,_ .. ; ,,.e;o,o~•••~ ••>'• • •• • ,,:.,,. ,• ••••. 0 •• ,,.!,.,;,;•J;,, ,-,.~.~..,;-, .. ,·-,,;_,. -',"-«'" •• •.• . .,,., : •• , ••• _:, ,,., ••,, • ,.,_,.,. • • • • -- . ;,:., 
~--. 




·---~'l!!l-~-.. · -~~-·· 1...,~,.,~--1 ·m·· · _. ......... ______ _ 
1S 
.. 
... ~· : . 
.. 
_\: 
": ~-- ""• -~·,:: -,-,., .. ,,, .. ' ,--·~··-:-· ·:···· ..... ""'l"' .... ... '., ............. - .. -···· 
J· 
,, 
'\ ... /·.· :-.·~-
.. 
DATA USED FOR POT TEST SIMULATION 
AND COMPARISON OF PREDICTED 







The data used for the simulation of the pot 
test temperaturP versus time profiles during magnetite 
oxidation were made using the data tabulated in this 




- - --~-- - -- ----- -- ·- ---, -· 






Data For Simulation Of Test 1-1 






- 6 (1-€) 3.60 
D - (0.312)(2.54) p - 4.54 
- 0.0 
- 3.90 
- o. 60 
- 8 min., 42 sec. 
Program Flow 
THETA(J) Time Rate 
Dl ( J) 
























425: 15 .. 81 
~195; ·1·4. -6 9· 
'. . ·- ·- .' . 
"360 13 .• ·39 
·3: .s:s 1 3 .• _:2. i: 
.J::Q_·::5 l 'i,. 3.5 
29'5. ,:· 1. 0 .•: :9 7 
-2--· __ ··.-_6--"·_·:_·5_·. ___ ·, 9· '8'6' ·: ··: ----· ... 
:2 60 9 • _:6, 7· 
-.25::0 :9.,·6·7 
i 













































































Simulation Of Test 


























·cJ. 4.:1 7.4:s.· 





























.Q. 5 7·1198 
o. 56.5025 
·O. 49·19: .. 35 





--·o--- 2·:0-. ·o· :o· ... 
-· ... •.: .. - .. · .· .· 
.~·1.·9000· 
--s·o· .•. o. o o:er 





























Data For Simulation Of Test 1-1 










7 • 35 
9 • 0 8 
0 • 8 1 
2 • 5 4 





















Li. 0 1 • 1 






33·_9: • 0 
I •• ' _f.,.,. '.' 
-t" 1· • 
' 
.. Data For Simulation Of Test 1-2 
= 3.99 cm 
ABAR 
- 6 ( 1-~) 3.60 








- 8 min. ,· s.-6 sec. 
Program Flow THETA(J) Time Rate 
1 536 sec. 0 540 
9 min 4 sec 450 




- ·------···. .. ·1 :3· 



















. 5 .• 4· ..-,4:: 
. . . ' 











. ,: ,.- ... 
24,_5: 
·2:-5 0 






1.6: .• 7-4 
. . . ... 
1:5 .• ·4-4 
,- -·. . , 
. 
. ·- . . 
1. 3:. 5 8 
.·12 .• 4'.6: 
11.3.5 
10· .• : 79· 
9.86 
9. 4 9 ,·. 
9.30 
9.-.~ l1 
·g·.,; 3-· ---o·· : .... :···. 
:·9.:86' 
_.12 •. :28 
13:g 
























. . .•, . 
2.1:50 
, .. 2.2·_2:Q: 
229.0 
2. :i4:o· 













·--. ~--- .--- - ----
23:60 2310 
...... 
















l8 :: 5.:2 
19·: 02· 
1 .. 9.:·:1-2 
i9, :. 22 
. . ,:. : 
1-9.: 3:2. 
. . . 
·1_9:: 42· 
1.9 :-:S. 2· 
. 20 2·2 . ' '\ ...... . 



































































1.4 3,4 •. 1. 
139.4.6: 







. : . . . . . . 
:1:0:.36 •.. :9 
:997·_. 3 





Data For Simulation Of Test 1-2 
- /:' . . . 
Kinetic Data 
0 























0.22889 0.467866313 0.792681 
o.56766 o.~506536~0 o.550524 
-0.1000 
-0.2000 
0.41748 0.572731312 0.474257 -0.2000 
2.46975 0.782768734 0.612815 -1.9000 
50.84186 0.984716929 0.571198 -50.0000 
50.95296 0.982586149 0.565025 -50.0000 
51.02125 0.980448206 0.491935 -50.0000 
41.05629 0.974990911 0.483693 -40.0000 
T (Temperature At Test Time - 0 Data) 
Depth 
0.38 
1 • 8 9. 
~l.-·40:: 
·4 . . .. ~.}. 
·6: ~ . 42 










.5 3 0 
510-












_.5:12 .• 1 
46 7· •. 1 . 
390 .• 1 
355. -o 
. 355.0 
:3<5_5 .• , .o . 
'. ' 













- 0.60 FRACT 
TIMEO 
- 8 min., 56 sec. 
Program Flow 







1 .. 5 
1·5 
1 .. 7 
18: 













; ... . 




. .. •. 




3-o-·o .. -· ..... _··. ·1. 
330 























·-2(} 5 . .C} 















:2·_:r Q.:o:· 1.s 2 o 
2 2 8 0 ,. . --···2C64-fi:~-~--.~ . _.,__ -.. ___ .. •-•-,-•••-•••·•~·' 
2200 










·1-s • 3· e··· ; .· .: .. ; 
. . . 
-. . . ·- -.. 
1:5 :'.4'.·6 
.1:5: :": .5-6: 
·16 ":: 06 
16· :.19' 
_J_:q : 2·6: 
i'6 -:: 36 
1 :6 .• ·L1"6 
.. ' . '• - . 
16 }:56. 
1 7: 0'.·6 
.. ..: 
.'.,. ............ · ......•. ------···-"'""'"'····-.. ~ .. ·· --·,-··-.,..:·-.... .....--.· .. --.. -- .. -.··· ... - -
l 7 ..• -1c:. . . --~ .. ·.o 
17 .: 3:6· 
;:1:7:: 46 
(' 
















•,II.•,; • ,• 
Ll:-9. ··o·, 






















































11 ./1 1·· ·g· ·. . _·· :· .. .. ld ·- •: _-._. 
11.01. ·7,: 
1.06; l·- .6: 
10:2.:1. 0 
9:80:··_:9 
.. ·- '-· .. 
9·77. ~O . 
28.8 .... 6 .. 
~; 
·---~·~· -
. .. ~ . 
- _- •, •. '· 
- -- - -
..... ~ .... -- -




Al(J) Bl(J) Cl(J) Dl(J) S06 








~- -· .. - .. 
. 1273 
0.56766 -0.450653640 0.550524 
-0.2000 
0.41748 0.572731312 0.474257 
-0.2000 
2.46975 0.782768734 0.612815 
-1.9000 
50.84186 0.984716929 0.571198 -50.0000 
·5 0 • 9 5 2 9 6 0 • 9 8 2 5 8 61 4 9 0 • 5 6 5 0 2 5 -5 0 • 0 0 0 0 
s1_ •. 02J2.s o. 980448206 o.,4919 35 -so. 0000 
-41:·:·o;s·:6:2.9 o. 974990911 o. 483693 -~4-:-o. 0.000 
' 
.. 

















. . .. ; ' .. · 


































... -. " --
. ----·-·-·~~ 
........ 




Data For Simulation Of Test 2-1 
= 3.99 cm 




RHO - 3.90 
- 0. 60 .. FRACT 
TIMEO =· ,8 min., 23 sec. 
Program Flow 
THETA(J) Time Rate 
503 sec. 0 
9 min. 37 
l(} 9 7 
:11 157 
12 ·217 
-·. -·. . _. 
13 277 


























i -2·. :8.3.: .1 7:91) 
; • ·, • f • • ' • 
J i, .• ·7'"2 ·2·i.9 0 
·1:0-.• 9:':7 .2·3'./7-0. 
.. 1,0· •. 6.0: ,2 .4 3 0 
9 •. :8 6 2_-3··_5'0 
1 0 • 1 2 :2 1 ·5·0: 
10. 12 .1:£)..°0Q· 
10 •. 23. 16.40: 
10.49 1460 
..... 



























. \ - -·--·- .. -.. -------·· .... - ________ ....... --- ..... ----····· .. ·····-··--··-·"""" ................ ___ ..... _, __ ................... ·-··-· 
. .. 
. . . . . . . ___ .................................. ~. C: ·.-,,-····2·:o: :•""- .. __ .... "- .. · ..--·:5~91··••"'""'""''•'-•'"-""-""'-2}"45~""""'""""''"·•••"""""i'5·"~'"°'5"5 ............ , -·-· 
... 
144 







Data For Simulation Of Test 2-1 
Dl(J) SOS Data 
Hood Test Time 
Program 

































:·o·. 7 3698 
o: •. 94572. 








0.452912160 . . 
, ..... ·- - . 
o. 2965827'6·3 
o. 22ss·.3,sa:3.1 
o .• 1.9.23ss:97e. 
o .. ~· :l.'.5 2 9·5 i 0.2 2 
o .• ·8.5·0 74()'9.5 5 . ' . ' . . . . 
-
.. .·. 
o .•. 9·79·.1684·78 
. -,<---·~· . 
. .·. ,.:~, .- ' --a,-,-
·-·~ ... ·. ·--·--·-·-' - ...... ---~ ·-· --
. =. __ .. : ... ·· .... :-. .: ..... ~ ·-· ... t..,. ;,_ •• ., ... "' -.. ''. ~-·--
-· .. ·'--·-· - -
•.• 









o. 45 258.3 
0.540299 
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Data For Simulation Of Test 2-1 
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Data For Simulation Of Test 2-2 
A i! 
- 1.62" = 4.12 cm 
ABAR - 6 ( 1-&) 3.60 -








- 8 min., 33 sec. 
Program Flow 
THETA(J) Time Rate 
513 sec. 0 
9 min. 2·7 
:10 87 
1-1 ·1._4::7 .. 
























. . . ' . . : 
2 .. '8··.2··· . .:,: ·.··:. ,· 
27·5 
;z-5:2, 














··1:·s· ~: E:>.'.2 
13..~ 95 
1.'0. 49 
· .. ' . . . - ,. 
:9. 37 
9. 11· 
. 9. 0.8 
10.23 
. '1· A----~tt-(-)-









































; .. . -· ··' 
8 ·7··r.i 
.. ,: .. : --~ 
ll.SQ: 
l ·6--o··. -o·-· .. ·.. ,. • I • ,, 
1·94-0" 
2·200 























855 :• ,. 



























Bl(J) Cl(J) Dl(J) S06 
0.606131610 0.808889 -0.1000 
6 73 
7·73 
·1.:() 7· 3· 
t173. 
i 
o.452912160 o._4.52583 -0.1000 
....,. 
o· •. 295:sa27·6.3 o. 5.40299 -o. 1000· 
' 
o. 486'17:0. 
. . . 
o. 7 36 gs: o:.· 19·2·3ss g 7:6. .o. 4 9·I o-75 
0~9457~ d,L52951022 ·0~540247 
'7.-os:1s·4: ... o.:as.07409·5:5 .o. 469176· 
148 




Data For Si~ulation Of Test 2-2 
































·2·:0':Q· •,.0·. · 
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200 
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.3. ··6 . . t; 
... _· o .. 
'366 .. 
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I • 








- 1. 6 2 '' 4.12 cm - -
- 6 ( 1-~) 3.60 -




- 8 min. , 6 sec • 



































.2,··1·:.·5 ... · .. . . . 









., 8. 3:7 
:s •. ():0:· 
8. ·ob 
:i 
8·· .. ·7···4·· . .. '' .·: 
si •. 1·.1 
.. • ... -·.· 
.: 2-_g:2 . ,l.O • 4 9 
2-6:S 





13. _3·9 : ......•... 
-
- 2.84 
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:24(}0-: 
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o. 22·g5 35831 
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-0. l·OOX) 
0~152951012 0.540247 -0.1000 
0.979168478. 0.436195 -50.0000 
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Data For Simulation Of Test 2-3 









1 .. 1 ... 75 
'1·, .. ~. 3 7 
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P~operties of Ore Balls Made From 
Ore 1 And Ore 2 
Screen Analyses of Concentrate Before Balling 
Ore 1 
( % ind. ) Ore 2 ( % ind. ) 
+20 0.05 
+28 0.05 
+35 o .-95 0.1 + L18 0.05 0.1 +65 0.05 0.3 +100 0.10 '. 0.5 +150 0.15 0.9 +200 0. 50 2.2 +325 3.7 7.9 
-325 9.5 •. 4 88.0 





13·ert toni te 
:(lb/wet LT) 14 - 15 
Free MoistUt'e 9.5-10 
(w.t. %) 
Fe+··+ 
., ---_,-_~--. _-_--- 6/ )' 
.\ wt ~o·· 21.6 
Practice Investigation 
11~3 14 - 15 - 11.3 
'-9. 7 · 9., .• 5 .. - :10 
I· 
1,9 .,9' 
,· -.· . . 








Results of Test r'uns C0-1, 2, and 3 











(Flowratc :.:: 18 SCF1 II) . 




















(Sample '/Jeight = 8.6200 g, Temperatur.e: - 800°c) (Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
Time 







l ··o ,.• 
· .... 
12?' 
··1·, 4· .. ,.., 


















(Sarn:p:1,e We._i:g.ht. - 12.540 g, Tempe:r·a,t_u:r--e ~, 8-'CJ0,9(:} 
:(Flowrate = 18 SCFI-I) 
·•f" 
Time 
~eight Gain (mg) % Ox 
...... _ ............ _ --··-·--·-•"""''''"""-·: . --· -·· .. ,_ .. _ ---------0~:1-~------~- -~ - -. ---.. 2.(.~-~-~-~---···-~-~--~-~-------·-·-····-·······_Q•_2;·····-·--···--- . ··~··· . . ...... -,,---·----·-··--··-··-·-:·--:····--·-··-······--···-·'""'""~------'•-•--·~CC:,-'-c, ...... C----~~;~C.----·······--······"'"'"''" 










1 79 _ 5 0. 5 
•: :,. 2.41. 67. 9 
2.'79: 78. 7 304 85.7" 
315 88.8 
322 , 90.7 






·c-·o 5· ··-·,· .,. . . . . - . ' . . 









Res\11ts of· t·e.st Runs co-4, s, 6, 7, 8, 9, And 10 
\ 
! Sampl~ Weight (SCFH) Temy. Cg~) (oc I ,,, 
I 8. 71370 
8. 6\000 -I . 
7. 9\610 I 




9--. o·n.. so 
l 
i 










8. o·····o··_, .. ~ . . : . :· 
18 800 
·1 .. 8. 
• 

































1,1' i . 
111_ I , 
J ·\ 





.. :-1 \I 
.1 . 









































Results of Test Runs CC-11, 12, 13, And 14 
Run CC-11 
(Sample Weight= 8.7660 g, Temperature - aoo 0 c) 
(Flowrate = 10 SCFH) 
Weight Gain (mg) 



















(Sample Weight O 9.0710 g, Temperature - 800°c) 
(Flowrate = 12 SCFH) 
Weight Gain (mg) 




















· (S~m-p·l·~ w·eig·:ht - 8.6920 g, Temperatµr-e : : 0800i0 c) 
.· .~. ·· - - ·· - · (Flowrate = 15 SCFH) 
..... -............................. ----·-.. ··----··-·-.:--· .··· .. · . . . ..... · _ ......----·Pi·m·e-~·-··--····-··-·--·· .. -·-.. -·-'---'·---· ~:-.. ~~~:--'~------,··-·--·-~·rer··g'Fi"''E--Ga in ( mg ) _ . . . . . . % 0 x . _ . . . .. -. . . . . . . . 









































TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Run CO-lt 
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TABLE V 
Results of Tests Using Ore Concentrate Balls of Ore 1 
Run 1-300 
(Sample Weight - 8.6620 g, Temperature 
(Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
Time 
(min) 
Weight Gain (mg) 




























( Sample Weight. = 8. 78 70 g, Temper; ture - 4.o-o.·0c·) 












Weight Gain (mg) 




















{.Sq;rff.pl,e :W:~t_:g;:bt: - 8. 8580 g, Temperatut'::e -- 50.o.,"0.cJ 
· (Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
Time Weight·Gain (mg) 




.............................................. --··-··-:·;·-.. ·.· ...... • · · -··--·· · _,, ___ , _____ ·-··-2·····-···-···--··-"""--~--·-···--:;.;. .•.. "~···"·-·~ .. ...:.,_. ____ ...;._~'-..:.:-. ...c.-;.c.. ..... :...'--·:-.. ··-····"··········-··"""'"'""'""""""'"'""'""''"-"""'"""-S-7--_ - 2-z-:-6 
-- -- __ .. ___ - -------~- -----·- -- ---------------··-------------- --- '.- __ :7-3 .. 29.0 
6 , · 7.g. 31. 0 
8 81. 11,: 32. 2 
10 85 33. 7. 








TABLE V (CONTINUED) 
Run 1-600 
(Sample Weight= 9.2300 g, Temperature - 600°c) (Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
Gain " % Ox Weight (mg) (min) (From Time - 0) -
·\ 
0 0 o.o 2 66 25.1 4 96 36. 5 6 117 44.5 8 127 48.3 10 134 51.0 12 139 52.8 14 144 54.7 
Run 1-700 































.. . . 
-
. . Q .. 
. T-he ,R·esuJ,ts. :Of C_0-2 Were Used F·.o~ T·nl~ s·oo.:" .. ·:C 
Run 1-900, 
w'.e:ight = ~- 5180 g, Temperatu·re ~ :9.oo·0c:) (Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
-----~··· ________ (minJ _____ --------~ 
Weight Gain (mg) % Ox 




































TABLE V (CONTINUED) 
Run 1-1000 
(Sample Weight= 9.1940 g, Temperature - 1000°c) 














. •' .. 
Weight Gain (mg) 
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- ···-- , 
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TABLE VI 
Results of Tests Using Ore Concentrate Balls of Ore 2 
Run 2-300 
(Sample Weight - 7.soso g, Temperature - 300°c) 
, (Flowrat0 ~ 18 SCFH) 
Time 


























(Sample Weight = 7.8860 g, Temperature - 400°c) 
(Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 
Time Weight Gain (mg) % Ox 










0 o.o 35 15 • 4:0, 
1 7. 4:1 18. 4·2· 
18. ' 43 18. 4 3. 5 19. 44. 19. 
Run 2-500 
tsample Weight - 7.8690 g, Temperature - S00°c) 








Time Weight Gain (mg) % Ox (min) ( From Tirne---=--0-S-----------· · , ·------·-·--·-v-------~--.....:-__ .. -· • ~-· -· ; ____ , _______ , • ' ' 
_:_:~:~--~: =-~~-~ . -------4d--- . -" - .. -.--·"-~---~~--:. ______________ - ------0--------------------- . ~- . . ---~-~~ 
2 44 19.35 
4 61 26.8 
.. 6 67 29.4 
'·B. 72. ·31.6 . . ~ r 
10.~ 75 33.0-- . 
12 78 34. 3 






TABLE VI (CONTINUED) 
Run 2-600 
(Sample Weight= 7.9960 g, Temperature= 600°c) 





















( Sample ~veig'ht = 8. 3040 g, Temperatur-e 
(Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 






















Weigh't: - 7. 8660 g, Temperatµr,:e {Flowrate = 18 SCFH) 








LJ 7 • 9 
~9.6 







s 7. o· 




.. 0 . 




, ____ ,. __ ., ___ ... ,... 0 
---- ~~ -- 0 c.--=-r-- • • •--- -~ -•~•••--- o.o 
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: .. \'; 





.. · :e 139 B 162 
· 10 l72 12 1$1 IA IES 
1.62·.-
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TABLE VI (CONTINUED) ·: .. 
Run 2-900 









. . . 
·.·1,2··.·. 
. ' . .-: . 
1,4, 
" 



















( 'Sample Weistn-~ - 7. 9130 g, Tempera tu~ e . :10{):Q·:o:C.) 

























.2 .. 45 
247 
:1.6_3: · 










.-10 7. 9 
- --:-·-··'· ---.- - · .... ·-··- .. --·· . 
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···-
- ····---- ... ,_,.. .___ . 
TABLE VII 
.. 
Coefficients for% Ox Versus Time Curves 







































9··0 .. 0·: 
100.0 




0.22889 O.t.67866313 0.792681 
0.56766 0.1.150653640 0.550524 
0.41748 0.572731312 0.474257 
2.46975 0.782768734 0.612815 50.84186 0.984716929 0.571198 50.95296 0.982586149 0.565025 51.02125 0.980448206 0.491935 
41.05629 0.974990911 0.483693 
Ore 2 
0.16435 0. 606131·61·0 0.808889 
0.29608 o •. 4-5.2912160 0.452583 0~46437 .. o. 296582763 0.540299 
0.61703 0.228535831 o. 4861 70 
0.73698 0.192385976 o. 491075 0.94572 0.152951022 0.540247 
7.05184 0.850740955 0.469176 51.08035 ·0.9791684"78 0.436195 
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Partial Pressure Of Oxygen In The Bed 
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·2· 65·· .. '. : · 
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75: •. 6· 
7:4. 6 
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6'2,.·0. 
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5·6·· ··5 . ··:. ~ .. : 
6:·o .•. s., 

























.9 :5.· •. 3 0 • 1 7 2 
9-6.6 0.180 
9/7 .• 3 0.190 
9:8. 1 0. 196 
·gg •. 8 0-. :2-0'.C) 
Q::9-~: 3. o .• :2:0·4 
·9 9 _;, :3 d • 2 0 6 
.9·9:.:•· 7 0. 207 
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FIGURE I 
P R·E S SURE REGULATOR 











B LOCK DI AG RAM OF E X PER IM EN TA L SETUP 
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D R UN C 0-2 
6 RUN C 0-3 
. .. , "' - . - ' . 
, .. · 
0 L-..---1---l---_J...--..I----L~.;,......_...L-~---L---'-----L .......... --1------11------L---.&---------o . I 2 3 4 '6· 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14 






·:f I: G U R E 5 - 8 u.:_N S M-Al}l.:· T·Q 1fL. LU. 'S::T R·-A T-._E: -.R E'P R OD UC I BI LI T Y 
-~-· 
























0 RUN C0-2 
6 RUNS co-4 THRU C0-10 BY ANALYSIS 
0 RU NS co-4 THRU co-10 BY WEIGHT 











0 I 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 15 16 TIME, MINUTES 
.). 




















0 RUN co-1 l,12SCFH 
20 
0 RUN co-12,,sscFH 
6 RUN co-2,rascFH 10 
D RUN CO-l3,21SCFH 
1 
' -- --ii 
Q.__ ____ ~-...--------------___,_ __ __.__ _ ___.'------------a.__ _ ___._ _ ....._ ____________ _ 0 J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
TIME,MINUTES 




.. Fl~Ufkt: ?-RUNS MADE AT DIFFERENT FLOWRATES .· ·l ' ·'. 
l 









f' 500°c ... :. 30 
20 
-
0 o 300°C o 0 0 Qr,.,.=---t-'---i------L. _
_





































































J=·lG·:··.R·:E ;_9-:-DATA ON ORE. .. BAL LS OF .Q;'ftE ·2· 
I 





10 I I 12 13 14 (5 16 


























































A IR LUMP 
(ALL AIR,NO PELLE.TS) 
(ALL PELLETS,NO AIR) 
(A) SLICE USED FOR MODEL 
(C}AIR LUMP ELEMENT 
FIGURE 10: 
· (B) AIR LUMP AND PELLET LUMP 
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·, 
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ss.ooo > ., 
s-z.ooo 
2a.ooa 
• POT TEST 
A AIR 











12.000 / /. / 
l 
8 .ooo ....,._ ____ __,_. ___ ...,._ __ ---+-___ +--__ ........, 
1.000 11 .ooo 15 .ooo 19 .ooo 23 .ooo 27 .ooo 
------- -- - - -·····-·······-···· ·····-··: .. ..... ·----··•·------·-····--· .. ·······• .. ~--~~-,--:---------------- ---
TEMPE~ATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 J 
.FIGURE 12-COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-1 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 1.0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEOPSIMULATION 














































• PDT TE5T 
A AIR 





.. 6 A 
16-000 
12.000 
a.coo..,.__ _______ ___,_ _________ _..._ ______ ____. _________ __._ ______ ___. 1-CXlO 6-000 11.000 16-0JO , 21.CXJO 26-CXJO TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 ) 
• 
FIGURE 13-COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-1 POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKENlO.OINCHES BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED,SIMULATION ' DONE FORl0-81 INCHES BELOW THE !OP. ~ 
179 



















A PDT TE5T 
A AIR 




e.ooo ...,.._ _________ .,._ __ __,_ 
__ .._ __ ...... 1-0JO 5.000 11.coo 16-COO 21.CXJO 26-C:OO TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO 2 l 
• 
FIGURE 14~COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-1 POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKENl6a0INCHES BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED,SIMULATION DONE FOR16.00 INCHES BELOW THE TOP 




















































6 .coo 10 .coo 14 .ooo 18 .ooo 22 .ooo 26 .ooo .. . TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 ) 
• 
FIGURE 15-COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-2 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 2o0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEDDSIMULATION 
DONE FOR 1-89 INCHES BELOW THE TOP 
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8 A 18-000 ' ~ 
• 
• PDT TEST 
A AIR 





a.ooo...,__--------__...-----------..,.__------.......... -----------------------2 .ooo 7 .ooo 12 .ooo 17 .ooo 2~-000 21.000 TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO l 
• 


















lfl.000 fJ A 








e.ooo -------------...-----------+------------+-----------.___------~ 1.000 6 -000 11 .,ooo 16 -000 21 -000 . 26 .ooo 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 J 
... 
FIGURE 17=COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-2 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKENl4a0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED,SIMULATION 
























A PDT TEST 
A AIR 





e.ooo ...,__ ___ ~__.,_ ____________ ,...__ ______ ___.,_ ___________ ..__ _______ __. 
6 -000 10 .ooo 14 -000 16 .ooo 2~-000 26 .coo 
TEMPE.RATURE DEGREES F C X 10 l 
• 
FIGURE 18~COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-3 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 2m0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEOoSIMULATION 
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.. 
.. 
8 .ooo ..,.__ _ _,._ ___ ..,.__ _ __._ __ ,.__ __ ___. 3 .ooo a .ooo 13 .ooo 1 e .ooo 23 .ooo 2e .ooo 
" 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO 2 ) 





























s.ooo ~--_...., ___ _,._ __ __,... ___ ...,__ _ ....,. 
2 .ooo 1 .ooo 12 .ooo 11 .ooo 2i.ooo 21 .ooo TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO l 
. 
FIGURE 20-COMPUTER SIMULATION TESTl-3 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKENl4o0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED~SIMULATION 
I DONE FOR13.97 INCHES BELOW THE ~OP 
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A PDT TEST 
A AIR 





. 12 .ooo 
10.000 
a.coo ...... ----------1----------+----------+-----------1------------1 8-CXJO 14-COO 1s.CXJO 24-CXJO 29-COO 
4.000 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 1 · 



























a. PDT TE6T 






a.ooo ......-----------+-----------+------------+------------+------------2 .ooo 7 .ooo 12 .ooo 17 .ooo 22 .ooo 21.000 TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO 2 l 
FIGURE 22=COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2-l POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 8s0INCHES BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEOoSIMULATION 
. DONE FOR 7.93 INCHES BELOW THE TOP . 
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.t. PDT TEST 
• 







e.000 ........ ---~___._----------..,___--------__._-------~----------..... 1.000 9.000 17-000 25°000 33-000 41.000 TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 l 
• FIGURE 23-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2-l- --···:·---------------- , ___ ,_; _____ :_ POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN14o0INCHES 












A PDT TE5T 
A AIR 











· 8-000 ......... -----+-----+-----+----of-----a 3 .ooo a .ooo 13 .ooo 1 a .ooo 23 .ooo 2e .ooo TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO 2 J 
• 











POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 3a0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED,SIMULATION 
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& PDT TE5T 
A AIR 







e.ooo .......... ------~----------...,__----------1------------+------------2 .ooo 7 .ooo 12 .coo 17 .ooo 2~-000 27 .coo TEMPERATURE DEGREES F(XlO l 
---- .. ----·-----·-··--··- •-"•" ---···•·"·-·-- ·- ---· 
• 
. FIGURE 25-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2~2 
























; .. -~ 
a.coo.....,__---------+-----.~.--------+------------+------------~----------2 .ooo 10 .coo 16 .ooo 26 .ooo 34 .ooo 42 .ooo TEMPERATURE DEGREES Fcx10· 2 ) 
• 
. ' ., ~-·---·. - -
.... ------~ ........... FIGURE 26-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2~2 l 
: .•. r:···· 
















£ PDT TE5T 
A AIR 







a.coo ......... _____ ---....... ___ ...,_ __ .__._ __ +-__ ......,. 
2 -000 7 .ooo 12 .ooo 17 .coo 2~-000 27 .coo 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO· l , 
• 
---- ---- -~------- - - - - - . - -- -- ----·-- -~-- - -
.... · .·· · .. / _L_ ________ fJGURE 27-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2-3 ·-------- ·- ---· - -·-···-·"···--·--····-·--··~-·--·· . -- ·-·-·--- . - ~-- - """ ' - .. - ----- -:-,--, ... --.,~----... 
POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 3.0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BED.SIMULATION 
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a.coo....,..... ______ ___._ ___________ ...,___ ______ ___._ _________ ,..__ ______ ___ 2 .ooo 1.000 12 .ooo 11.000 2~-000 21.000 TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO l 
. . 
FIGURE 28-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2-3 POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN 9.0INCHES BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEDDSIMULATION DONE FOR 8.51 INCHES BELOW THE TOP 
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e.ooo ..........-----+----+------1~--__._ __ ___. 1.000 s .ooo 11 .ooo 2s .ooo 33 .oao 41.000 
, 
TEMPERATURE DEGREES FCXlO 2 ) 
• FIGURE 29-COMPUTER SIMULATION TEST2-3 · POT TEST TEMPERATURES TAKEN15°0INCHES 
BELOW THE TOP OF THE BEDPSIMULATIDN 
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